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Abstract

Recent years have seen the rapid growth of social media platforms that enable
people to express their thoughts and perceptions on the web and share them
with other users. Many people write their opinion about products, movies, peo-
ple or events on blogs, forums or review sites. The so-called User Generated
Content is a good source of users’ opinion and mining it can be very useful for a
wide variety of applications that require understudying of public opinion about
a concept.

Blogs are one of the most popular and influential social media. The rapid
growth in the popularity of blogs, the ability of bloggers to write about different
topics and the possibility of getting feedback from other users, makes the blo-
gosphere a valuable source of opinions on different topics. To facilitate access
to such opinionated content new retrieval models called opinion retrieval mod-
els are necessary. Opinion retrieval models aim at finding documents that are
relevant to the topic of a query and express opinion about it.

However, opinion retrieval in blogs is challenging due to a number of rea-
sons. The first reason is that blogs are not limited to a single topic, they can
be about anything that is of interest to an author. Therefore, a large number of
blog posts may not be relevant to the topic of query. The second reason is that
a blog post relevant to a query, can be also relevant to a number of other topics
and express opinion about one of the non-query topics. Therefore, an opinion
retrieval system should first locate the document relevant to a query and then
score documents based on the opinion that is targeted at the query in a relevant
document. Finally, blogs are not limited to a single domain, an opinion retrieval
model should be general enough to be able to retrieve posts related to different
topics in different domains.

In this thesis, we focus on the opinion retrieval task in blogs. Our aim is
to propose methods that improve blog post opinion retrieval performance. To
this end, we consider an opinion retrieval model to consist of three components:
relevance scoring, opinion scoring and the score combination components. In
this thesis we focus on the opinion scoring and combination components and
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propose methods for better handling these two important steps. We evaluate
our propose methods on the standard TREC collection and provide evidence
that the proposed methods are indeed helpful and improve the performance of
the state of the art techniques.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The advent of Web 2.0 had a huge influence on the way people communicate
and exchange information. Social media platforms enable users to publish infor-
mation on the web, connect to other users and communicate with them. Today,
users can write about everything they like in blogs. People can connect to their
friends and people of similar interests through social networking (e.g. Facebook,
MySpace) or micro-blogging platforms (e.g. Twitter). People are no longer lim-
ited to their close friends and family for getting advice about their decisions as
to what to buy, where to go, what to eat, etc. They can learn about others’ ex-
perience and opinion by reading their blogs or reviews, checking their Facebook
status updates or reading their tweets.

Mining the massive amount of opinion that is present in User Generated Con-
tent (UGC) on different platforms is very useful for a wide range of applications.
Below we list some examples:

Product/Service Review Search: People usually seek for others’ opinion on-
line before buying a product or receiving a service. Opinion Mining can help
in extracting the vast amount of opinion scattered in review sites, blogs or fo-
rums [6, 71] and make it accessible to users.

Business Intelligence: Researching the market to find product features that
are attractive for customers or those that made the product or service unpopular
is very helpful for manufacturers [40, 46, 83]. Opinion Mining can help in
finding the relevant opinions of users to the product or feature of interest. Sale
prediction [67] and reputation management [36] can be considered as other
applications of tracking customers opinion [81].

Government Intelligence: Opinion mining on UGC can help government to
better understand what the citizen’s really need and want [4]. Government can
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track citizen’s opinion on new systems or rules and change accordingly.

Politics: Understanding people’s opinion is an important factor in political
analysis. One popular application of opinion mining in politics is understand-
ing what voters think [18, 31, 48, 73].

Applications mentioned above are all possible today due to the presence of
social media. Blogs are one of the most popular and influential social media.
According to the blog search engine Technorati.com, the blogosphere (i.e. the
collection of all blogs on the internet) is doubling its size every six months. Ac-
cording to Technorati1, from July 2006, over 175,000 new blogs and 1.6 million
new posts are created each day. Bloggers (i.e. people who write blogs) write
about their thoughts, experiences and opinions, on different topics. People who
read the blogs can put comments and discuss their viewpoints with other users.

The rapid growth in popularity of blogs, the ability of bloggers to write about
different topics and the possibility of getting feedback from other users, makes
the blogosphere a valuable source of opinions on different topics. In fact, accord-
ing to the analysis of a blog search engine query log, many blog search queries
are related to uncovering opinion about a given subject [66]. To facilitate access
to the opinionated content of blogs, new retrieval models called opinion retrieval
models are indeed necessary. An opinion retrieval model ranks documents ac-
cording to the degree that they are relevant to a topic and express opinion about
it. Traditional Information Retrieval (IR) models are not sufficient for retrieving
documents that express opinion on a topic since no opinion finding component is
considered in those models. Using such IR models may result in retrieving blog
posts that are relevant to the users’s query but are not expressing any opinion
about it, such as blog posts that are reporting a relevant news.

Opinion retrieval is more challenging in blogs compared to the other types
of UGC such as products or movie reviews due to a number of reasons. The first
reason is that a large number of blog posts are not relevant to the topic of user’s
query. Therefore, it is important to consider a topical relevance scoring com-
ponent in an opinion retrieval system. The opinion retrieval model can use the
topical relevance scores to filter non-relevant (very low scored) documents and
to differentiate between documents with the same opinion scores but different
topical relevance to the query.

The second reason is that blogs are not limited to a single topic. A blog
post may be relevant to multiple topics but express opinion about only one of
the topics. For example, consider a blog post in which the blogger writes about
different Apple products such as “macbook pro”, “iPad” and “iPhone” but only

1Technorati annual report on blogosphere’s growth: http://www.sifry.com/alerts/archives/000436.html.



3 1.1 Research Outline and Questions

express his/her opinion about the iPad. Now consider a user that is looking for
opinion about “macbook pro”. In such scenario, the blog post is relevant to the
user’s query and contains some opinion, but the opinion is not about the topic
of the user’s query. Therefore, this document should not get a high score from a
good opinion retrieval system.

Finally, blogs are topically diverse; they can be about any topic in any do-
main. Therefore, it is important for a blog post opinion retrieval system to be
general and not specific to a single domain.

The need for new models of opinion retrieval that facilitate access to opinions
about a topic, from topically diverse and unstructured UGC of blogs, is the main
motivation for the research in this thesis.

In the rest of the chapter, we first present the research questions guiding
this thesis. Next, we present the main contributions of this thesis. Finally we
present an overview of the thesis and the publications resulted from the research
presented in this thesis.

1.1 Research Outline and Questions

The opinion retrieval problem is usually tackled in 3 phases: in the first phase
a standard IR system is used to rank posts by relevance, and the highest rank-
ing posts are selected as a candidate set of documents. In the second phase,
opinion scores are calculated for each candidate document, and in the third
phase, the opinion and relevance scores are combined so as to produce a sin-
gle ranking. A variety of different techniques have been employed in previous
studies for realizing each of these phases and it is not clear from these studies to
what extent learning (either in the opinion scoring phase or the ranking phase)
or the feature selection method or the use of external datasets of opinionated
terms/sentences/documents is responsible for the performance improvements
demonstrated.

We start our research by focusing on the use of learning in the second and
third phases of opinion retrieval and comparing learning techniques directly
with baseline (non-learning) techniques. We limit our study to use only data
available in TREC blog collection and ask:

RQ1 How can we make use of the information available in the collection to
improve the opinion retrieval performance? In such settings, are learning meth-
ods more effective than non-learning methods in handling different steps of an
opinion retrieval system?
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This general research question leads to the following detailed questions:

• Is it possible to build an opinion lexicon based on the frequency of terms
occurrences in relevant and opinionated documents compared to non-
relevant ones?

• Having an opinion lexicon, are learning methods like SVM classification
more effective than non-learning approaches for opinion scoring of docu-
ments?

• What is a proper way of combining relevance and opinion score of docu-
ments?

• Being limited to the information available in the collection, is it possible to
achieve improvements in opinion retrieval performance over the topical-
relevance retrieval baseline?

In Chapter 4 we seek answer to these questions by investigating different
models of weighting terms based on the statistics of their occurrence in relevant
and opinionated versus non-relevant documents. We also try simple learning
and non-learning models of scoring documents regarding the amount of opinion
expressed in them. Finally we try different methods for combining relevance
and opinion scores to produce the final ranking. We evaluate different models
experimentally and compare the performance with topical relevance retrieval.

To answer RQ1, we assume that the initial filtering of non-relevant docu-
ments to a topic is enough and all opinion expressions in a relevant document
can be used to score the document. Next, we explore the validity of this assump-
tion with the following research question:

RQ2 Assuming a document to be relevant to a query, can we consider all opin-
ion expressions occurring in the document as targeted to the topic of the query?
If no, how can we identify the relevant opinion expressions to the topic of the
query?

More detailed questions are:

• How can we identify opinion expressions that are targeted at the topic of
query?

• Is proximity of opinion expressions to the query terms helpful in identify-
ing relevant opinion expressions?

• What would be a proper way to model proximity?
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• How can we integrate proximity information into the document opinion
scoring models?

• How does the proximity-enhanced opinion retrieval system perform com-
pared to its non-proximity counterpart?

In Chapter 5 we explain the models, experiments and analysis that we carry
out to answer the above mentioned questions.

The last step in an opinion retrieval process is ranking documents based
on their score in terms of two criteria: 1) relevance to the topic expressed in
the query and 2) opinion about the query. We look into the linear combination
which is the most common approach for combining the scores of multiple criteria
in multi-criteria IR. We investigate the necessity of score transformation before
combination to increase compatibility between scores of different criteria and
ask:

RQ3 What is an optimal way of transforming scores of different criteria before
linear combination to increase their compatibility? To answer RQ3, we seek
answers for the following more detailed questions:

• How can we formally characterize the optimality of transformation func-
tions?

• How can we computationally achieve an optimal transformation in general
for any multi-criteria ranking problem?

• Is the necessity of compatibility between different relevance aspect scores
in linear regression supported by the experimental results in real applica-
tions?

In Chapter 6 we discuss these issues and propose a new principled approach
to score transformation in linear combination, in which we would learn a sep-
arate non-linear transformation function for each relevance criteria. We then
compare the proposed method with the state of the art score normalization
methods. We also evaluate the method in terms of robustness with respect to
score transformation.

In the rest of this chapter, we first list the contributions of this thesis. Then,
we present the outline of the thesis.
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1.2 Main Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:

• Comparing the effect of learning and non-leaning approaches in opin-
ion retrieval: by fixing different components of an opinion retrieval frame-
work between learning and non-leaning approaches, we investigate the
advantage of either approach in opinion scoring and score combination.

• A novel probabilistic opinion retrieval model: we propose an effective
probabilistic model which uses the proximity between opinion lexicons
and query terms as an indicator of their relatedness. We investigate the
impact of different types of proximity functions in our model.

• Different aggregation models to assign opinion score to documents:
we investigate different models for aggregating opinion evidence in order
to assign an opinion score to a document.

• A general principled approach to score transformation: we analyze the
incompatibility problem of scores in multi-criteria IR and discuss the ne-
cessity of scores transformation before applying the linear combination.
We propose a general principled approach to score transformation based
on well-studied and theoretically justified statistical models. We investi-
gate the impact of different score transformations on the opinion retrieval
task.

1.3 Outline of the Thesis

This thesis consists of three main research chapters, Chapters 4–6, each address-
ing a set of research questions mentioned earlier. Before presenting the research
chapters, we have two general chapters which discuss the background, related
work and experimental setup. Finally we present the concluding remarks in
Chapter 7:

Chapter 2 - Background and Related Work: Here we present an introduction
to IR in general and opinion retrieval in particular as a specific task which
we address in this thesis. We explain the related work in the area of opin-
ion retrieval and highlight the challenges that were not properly addressed
in previous works.
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Chapter 3 - Experimental Setup: In this chapter we provide information on
the experimental settings used in the rest of this thesis such as test col-
lections, topic sets and relevance judgements that we use in this thesis.
We also explain different evaluation metrics that are commonly used to
evaluate the quality of the rank list returned by a retrieval system. We fur-
ther give details on the significance test that we use to compare different
methods throughout this thesis.

Chapter 4 - Investigating Learning Approaches: In the first research chapter,
we compare different models of weighting terms based on the statistics
of their occurrence in opinionated and relevant documents compared to
their occurrences in relevant but non-opinionated documents. Fixing the
opinion lexicon, we compare learning or non-learning approaches in scor-
ing documents for the opinion criterion. At the end, by fixing the opinion
lexicon and opinion scoring method, we explore and compare different
models of combining topical relevance and opinion scores.

[This chapter addresses RQ1.]

Chapter 5 - Exploiting Proximity Information: Getting insights from Chapter
4, we propose a novel probabilistic model that takes advantage of proxim-
ity information of opinion expressions to the query terms to better score
the documents regarding their opinion targeted at the query. We high-
light the importance of score normalization before combining relevance
and opinion scores.

[This chapter addresses RQ2.]

Chapter 6 - Score Transformation for Multi-Criteria Relevance Ranking: In
this chapter, we emphasize the compatibility of scores of different criteria
before linear combination and propose a general model of score transfor-
mation in multi-criteria IR. We evaluate our proposed model and show its
superiority to the state-of-the-art normalization methods.

[This chapter addresses RQ3.]

Chapter 7 - Conclusions: In the last chapter we provide tentative answers
to the research questions introduced in this chapter. Finally, we discuss
future directions of research.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

This chapter discusses the background and previous works related to the opin-
ion retrieval task. We start with a general introduction to Information Retrieval
in Section 2.1. We then give a brief description of common relevance retrieval
models in Section 2.1.1. Relevance retrieval models are used in the first step
of opinion retrieval to obtain a candidate set of relevant documents to be later
scored and ranked based on their opinionatedness about the query. In Section
2.1.2, we discuss the evaluation methodology of Information Retrieval systems
and give an introduction to the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) which is a
platform for evaluating Information Retrieval systems. The material until Sec-
tion 2.2 provide a general background to the Information Retrieval and the eval-
uation mechanism used for evaluating Information Retrieval systems. To provide
a more specific background of the topic and the proposed approaches in thesis,
in Section 2.2, we explain the machine learning techniques that are used in the
models proposed in different chapters of this thesis. We give a brief history
of opinion retrieval, which is the main task addressed in this thesis, in Section
2.3. The opinion retrieval problem has been addressed as one of the tasks in
the TREC Blog track. Thus, in Section 2.4 we explain the TREC Blog track, its
different tasks and specifically the blog post opinion retrieval task. Finally we
review the previous approaches to blog post opinion retrieval. In Section 2.5 we
review the previous works for score combination in multi-criteria Information
Retrieval. We notice that linear combination of criteria scores is the common ap-
proach. We review state-of-the-art score normalization methods for normalizing
scores before combination.

9
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2.1 Information Retrieval

Gerard Salton, a pioneer in information retrieval, defines information retrieval
as follows [92]:

Information retrieval is a field concerned with the structure, analysis,
organization, storage, searching, and retrieval of information.

The field of Information Retrieval (IR) deals with different applications re-
lated to search on a wide variety of information types such as text, image, video,
audio and music. The most common application of IR is web search where some-
one types a query to a search engine and receives a ranked list of documents,
present on the web, in response. Other examples of applications are Vertical
search, Enterprise search, Desktop search and Peer-to-peer search. These are de-
scribed below:

Vertical search is a specialized form of web search which focuses on a specific
type of online content such as news, shopping, travel, etc.

Enterprise search involves searching information among computer files scat-
tered across the intranet of an enterprise.

Desktop search is about searching among files in a personal computer.

Peer-to-peer search is about searching information in a network of nodes or
computers without any centralized control.

Besides search, filtering, classification and question answering are other text-
based tasks that are addressed in the field of IR [16].

Filtering is about finding and tracking information that can be interesting for
a person and providing an alert using mechanisms such as email.

Classification automatically assigns documents to a predefined set of classes
or labels.

Question answering aims at finding and returning an answer to a specific
question instead of returning the whole document that contains the an-
swer.
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In this thesis, we work with text-based documents, mainly blog posts, and
the task that we address is a search-based task.

An important concept in IR is relevance. A relevant document is a docu-
ment that contains information that a person is looking for, when submitting
the query to the search engine [16]. One may think that relevant documents
can be retrieved by looking for exact match of the query terms in a document.
However, there are some issues that make the task more difficult than what it
looks like. The first issue is the query mismatch problem: different words can
be used to express the same concept. Therefore, by looking for exact match of
query terms some relevant documents can be missed. The other important is-
sue is to differentiate between topical relevance and user relevance. A document
is topically relevant to a query if it is on the same topic. However, a person
who looks for the information, often called user, may not find every topically
relevant document as relevant. User relevance may take other factors such as
recency, language or having opinion expressed about the query into account. For
example, if a user is looking for the homepage of the next upcoming conference,
retrieving a five years old homepage of that conference is not satisfactory and
the homepage is considered as non-relevant by the user. In this thesis we refer
to such IR tasks as multi-criteria IR, since besides topical relevance, other criteria
need to be satisfied in a document to be relevant.

Researchers propose retrieval models for retrieving documents relevant to the
user’s information need. According to Croft et al. [16], a retrieval model can be
defined as a formal representation of the process of matching a query and a
document. Traditional retrieval models focus on topical relevance of documents
while other criteria may be also important to satisfy user’s need. In the next
section we review some of the main topical relevance retrieval models.

2.1.1 Topical Relevance Retrieval Models

Retrieval models can be classified into a number of classes called: Boolean Model,
Vector Space Model, Probabilistic Models and Language Models. Below we give a
brief description of each class:

Boolean Model The Boolean retrieval model, also known as exact match re-
trieval, was the first retrieval model used in the search engines. It specifies
queries using Boolean logic operators AND, OR and NOT. The AND operator
requires that a document contain all query terms to be relevant. The OR oper-
ator means that a document should contain at least one of the query terms to
be relevant and the NOT operator specifies a term that is indicator of irrelevant
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documents and so, a relevant document should not contain it. For each doc-
ument, the model returns TRUE or FALSE depending on whether it is relevant
or irrelevant to the query. Thus, the output of a boolean retrieval model can
not be directly used for ranking since it does not differentiate between relevant
documents. However, an extension of the Boolean model is proposed by Joyce
and Needham [44] that takes the term frequency of query terms into account to
produce a ranking in a Boolean retrieval system. The limitations of the Boolean
model in partial matching of a query and document, and also its inability to re-
turn a rank list of documents lead to the advent of new generation of retrieval
models such as vector space model.

Vector Space Model The vector space model [94, 93] allows the partial match-
ing of a query and a document; it represents both document and query in a
t-dimensional vector space, where t is the number of terms in the vocabulary.
Documents are then ranked based on the similarity with the query in that space.
Different similarity measures have been proposed in the literature. The cosine
similarity, i.e. the cosine of the angle between the two vectors of document and
query, is the most successful one. Elements of the vectors can take binary as
well as real values. Binary vectors indicate the presence or absence of terms in a
query or a document. Different weighting methods have been proposed to rep-
resent documents or query vectors with real values. These weighting methods
are based on the importance of the term in discriminating between relevant and
non-relevant documents and its frequency in the document [95].

Probabilistic Models One of the most effective family of retrieval models is
the probabilistic models [15]. It started from an idea in Maron and Kuhns’ paper
[65], where they mention that “since no retrieval system can be expected to pre-
dict with certainty which documents are relevant to the user’s information need,
systems must be dealing with probabilities” [88]. Based on this idea, Robertson
developed the Probability Ranking Principle (PRP) [88] which encouraged the
development of probabilistic retrieval models. The PRP states that:

If a reference retrieval system’s response to each request is a ranking
of the documents in the collection in order of decreasing probabil-
ity of relevance to the user who submitted the request, where the
probabilities are estimated as accurately as possible on the basis of
whatever data have been made available to the system for this pur-
pose, the overall effectiveness of the system to its user will be the
best that is obtainable on the basis of those data.
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On the basis of some assumptions, such as that the relevance of a document to
a query is independent of other documents, it is possible to show that the above
statement is true and the produced ranking is optimum. Ranking based on PRP
requires estimation of the probability of relevance. Different models have been
proposed for estimating the probability of relevance of a document to a query.
The binary independence model [88, 89] is the first retrieval model in this direc-
tion. To estimate the probability of relevance, it assumes term independence and
binary features in documents. These two assumptions are the intuitions behind
the name of the model. The model was later extended to include term frequen-
cies [90]. One of the most effective and popular probabilistic retrieval models is
BM25 [101]. It extends the scoring function of the binary independence model
by including the document and query term weights.

Language Models A Statistical Language Model (SLM) [91] is simply a prob-
ability distribution P(s) over all possible s, where s can be any linguistic unit
such as a word, sentence or document. Application of SLM started in speech
recognition but later became popular in machine translation, document classi-
fication and routing, handwriting recognition, spelling correction, IR and many
more. Using SLM in IR was first suggested by Ponte and Croft [84]. Based on
their idea, both documents and the topic of query can be represented as lan-
guage models. Therefore, we have three possibilities for retrieval models based
on language models. The first is based on the probability of generating the query
terms from a document language model. The second is based on generating the
document based on a query language model and the third is based on comparing
the language model of the query and documents. The three variations lead to
three types of retrieval models named query likelyhood, document likelihood and
KL-divergence retrieval models [47] respectively.

2.1.2 Evaluation of IR Systems

An important issue in IR research is evaluation. Evaluating the quality of IR sys-
tems is usually done thorough experiments; e.g. for a query, the ranked list of
documents retrieved by a system from a collection is checked to see if the docu-
ments are relevant to the information need behind the query. Therefore, an im-
portant component in evaluating a retrieval system is a test collection composed
of a set of queries, a set of documents and their relevance judgment; i.e. informa-
tion about documents’ relevance to each query.

Until 1992, different test collections such as the Cranfield collection [12],
CACM collection [24] and NPL collection [104] were built and used by different
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research groups for evaluation purposes. However, available collections were
relatively small. Therefore, the performance of systems on those small collection
couldn’t reflect the performance in real applications. In fact, a realistically-sized
collection was missing [32].

Text REtrieval Conference

In 1992 the US Department of Defense and the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST), cosponsored the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) [32,
33]. The goal was to provide the infrastructure that was necessary for the large
scale evaluation of text retrieval technology and so faster transfer of retrieval
technology to the commercial sector [107].

Now, TREC is an ongoing series of workshops, focusing on different text re-
trieval research areas called tracks. The main focus in the first years of TREC
was on ad-hoc retrieval (i.e., given a query return a ranked list of relevant docu-
ments). However, new tracks were added as new research needs were identified.
A complete list of current and past TREC tracks is available in [20]. Below we
list some examples of TREC’s tracks:

Blog Track: the purpose is to explore information seeking behavior in the blo-
gosphere.

Legal Track: the goal is to develop search technology that meets the needs of
lawyers to engage in effective discovery in digital document collections.

Microblog Track: the goal is to examine search tasks and evaluation method-
ologies for information seeking behaviors in microblogging environments.

Session Track: aims at providing the necessary resources in the form of test
collections to simulate user interaction and help evaluate the utility of an
IR system over a sequence of queries and user interactions, rather than for
a single“one-shot” query.

Web Track: explores Web-specific retrieval tasks, including diversity and effi-
ciency tasks, over collections of up to one billion Web pages.

Entity Track: the aim is to perform entity-oriented search tasks in the World
Wide Web. These tasks are better answered by returning specific objects
instead of just any type of document.

For every track, a list of tasks is defined that address different challenges
related to the track. In particular, the following steps are done:
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1. Track organizers provide a test set of documents and queries.

2. Participants try new retrieval methods and submit top-ranked documents,
returned by their system, to NIST.

3. NIST judges the retrieved documents for relevance and evaluates the re-
sults.

4. NIST organizes the TREC workshop for participants to share their experi-
ences.

Since it is very difficult to judge the relevance of all documents in the huge
TREC collections, the pooling technique [100] is used when providing the rele-
vance judgment of documents to queries for TREC. For pooling, the top X doc-
uments are retrieved by each system for a given topic and are merged into the
pool for assessment. Note that in all ranked lists, those documents most likely
to be relevant returned first.

2.2 Machine Learning and IR

IR provides a perfect class of applications for Machine Learning (ML) methods.
Key IR processes are somehow based on classification tasks that are well ex-
plored in machine learning. Learning algorithms use examples, features and
values, which IR tasks can provide. Documents can serve as examples, many
linguistic features can be used and different weighting methods can serve as
the feature values. An important factor in the success of ML techniques is the
existence of adequate training data. Although for some ML approaches, called
unsupervised approaches, we may not need labeled examples, for many appli-
cations we need to use supervised approaches which take advantage of labeled
training data. For example, to classify review documents as positive or negative,
we need to have examples of positive and negative reviews to train a classifier.
Having adequate labeled training data is not always easy and this may limit the
application of supervised ML techniques. We expect learning methods to per-
form better than non-learning methods, if enough training data is available.

In this thesis, we take advantage of a number of ML techniques namely Lo-
gistic Regression, Support Vector Machine and Learning to Rank which we explain
below:
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2.2.1 Logistic Regression

In statistics, regression analysis includes many techniques for modeling and an-
alyzing several variables, when the focus is on the relationship between a re-
sponse (dependent) variable and one or more predictor (independent) variables.
In ML, regression is usually used to predict the value of the response variable
given the value of predictor variables. Logistic regression is a type of regression
used when the response variable is binary (0 or 1). In such cases, using regres-
sion to estimate the value of y is not useful. The reason is that the predicted
value will be continuous and can get real values other than 0 or 1 which is hard
to interpret. What can be useful though, is to predict the probability of value 1
for the response variable. For that, the predictor variables are regressed against
log of the odd ratio of the probability of y taking value one. For example in case
of having two predictor variable x1 and x2 and a response variable y , we have:

ln
p(y)

1− p(y)
= α+ β .x1+ γ.x2 (2.1)

Based on Equation (2.1), and the estimated values of parameters α,β and γ, the
probability of y = 1 can be obtained as follows:

P(y) =
eα+β .x1+γ.x2

1+ eα+β .x1+γ.x2
(2.2)

Due to the binary nature of relevance judgment that is usually available for
IR tasks (i. e. a document is judged 1 meaning relevant and 0 meaning non-
relevant), logistic regression seems like a right choice to predict the probability
of relevance given some feature values of a document. In Chapters 5 and 6
of this thesis, we use logistic regression to predict the probability of relevance
of a document based on its score from a retrieval model. We then use this
probability instead of the original score from the retrieval models. Our aim is
to normalize scores of different relevance criteria to the probability of relevance
before combining them.

2.2.2 Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machines, often called SVMs, are a group of supervised learn-
ing methods that can be applied to classification or regression. They treat data
such as documents as points in some geometric space and then find a hyper-
plane (i.e. a generalized plane in N-dimensional space) that best separates the
data points of two classes. Intuitively, the best separation is achieved by the
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hyperplane that has the largest distance to the nearest training data point of
any class. To classify a new document, it is mapped into that same space and
predicted to belong to a category based on which side of the hyperplane it falls.

If data points of two classes can be separated using a hyperplane, the data
is called linearly separable. In case of having non-linearly separable data, the
Kernel trick [1] can be used to simulate the computation in a higher dimensional
space where data is linearly separable.

In the Chapter 4 of this thesis, we use a SVM classifier to classify blog posts
as “opinionated and relevant” versus “relevant but not opinionated”.

2.2.3 Learning to Rank

The huge amount of data that is available these days, makes it possible to ap-
ply ML techniques to the problem of ranking documents. Learning to rank ap-
proaches [53] try to learn the best way of combining features. Features are
usually related to document content, meta data, anchor text, links, etc. Scores
of documents from different retrieval models like BM25 or Language Models
can also serve as useful features. The training data for learning to rank meth-
ods is a set of queries and the desired ranking for each query. The advantage
of the learning approach is that we do not need to decide explicitly how best
to combine the forms of evidence, but can rely on historical data for fine tun-
ing the retrieval. The best known learning to rank approaches such as Ranking
SVM [42] and SVMmap [113] are based on an SVM classifier. Please note that
the combination method in Ranking SVM and SVMmap is linear combination of
feature values. The learning to rank methods help us in finding the best weight
(i.e. coefficient) for each feature in linear combination.

In Chapter 4 of this thesis, we use SVMmap for combining the relevance and
opinion scores of documents. In the rest of this chapter, we first give a brief
history of opinion retrieval. We then continue with explaining the TREC Blog
Track and the specific task of Opinion Retrieval which is the focus of this thesis
in more details.

2.3 History of Opinion Retrieval

Research on opinion mining and sentiment analysis started mostly on review-
type data with the intention to classify documents as expressing either a pos-
itive or negative opinion. The proposed approaches can be categorized into
two main groups: lexicon-based [103, 102, 112, 37] and classification-based
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[82, 17, 72, 26]. Both of these approaches rely on word occurrences. The first
approach (lexicon based), uses a manually or automatically built list of subjec-
tive words, such as ‘good’ and ‘like’, and assumes that the presence of these
words in a document provides evidence of document opinionatedness. A term’s
opinion score can be used in different ways to assign an opinion score to the
whole document. The second approach (classification-based) utilizes word oc-
currence and sometimes linguistic features and builds a classifier to classify pos-
itive (opinionated) and negative (non-opinionated) documents using Machine
Learning techniques. Nevertheless, most of the early research in this area ne-
glected the problem of retrieving documents that are related to the topic of the
user’s query. It also did not target the problem of ranking opinionated documents
according to the degree with which they were opinionated (either in positive or
negative way). Relevance of an opinion to a topic was considered for the first
time in Yi et. al [112] and then in Hurst and Nigam’s work [39] but they did
not consider the ranking of documents. Instead they only classified documents
as to whether they expressed an opinion about the topic. Opinion ranking was
considered for the first time in Eguchi and Lavrenko’s work [19]. It then became
an interesting research direction in TREC and other conferences such that a sep-
arate task at TREC Blog track was related to opinion retrieval and many papers
were published that tried to address different challenges in this area.

In the next section, we first explain the TREC blog track and different tasks
that were defined. We then focus on the opinion retrieval track and explain the
challenges and proposed approaches in more details.

2.4 The TREC Blog Track

The Blog Track was introduced at TREC with the aim to explore the information
seeking behavior in the blogosphere. It was introduced in TREC 2006 and con-
tinued to 2010. Various tasks have been investigated in the Blog Track namely
baseline adhoc (blog post) retrieval task, (blog post) opinion retrieval task, polar-
ized (blog post) opinion finding task, blog distillation, faceted blog distillation and
top news identification. Below we can see a brief description of these tasks:

Baseline adhoc retrieval: aims at finding relevant blog posts to a query.

Opinion retrieval: aims at finding blog posts that are both relevant and opin-
ionated about a query.

Polarized opinion retrieval: aims at finding blog posts that are relevant and
express (positive/negative/mixed) opinion about a query.
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Blog distillation: aims at finding blogs about a topic such that users can sub-
scribe to and read from them regularly.

Faceted blog distillation: is an extension of the blog distillation task where
besides relevance to the topic, the quality of blog such as being opinionat-
ed/factual, written by individual/company or in-depth/shallow discussion
of topic, is taken into account.

Top news identification: investigates whether the blogosphere can be used to
identify the most important news stories for a given day [59].

Since Opinion Retrieval task is the focus of this thesis, below we give a more
detailed description of this task and review the proposed approaches in the lit-
erature for addressing this task.

2.4.1 The TREC Blog Post Opinion Retrieval Task

In TREC 2006, the Opinion Retrieval task appeared in the blog track. It con-
sidered the opinion mining problem from an IR perspective and introduced the
problem of retrieving and ranking blog posts that were relevant and opinionated
to a given topic [78]. From the above definition it is clear that a system should
consider two aspects in retuning a blog post as relevant: 1) blog’s topical rele-
vance to the query and 2) its opinionatedness toward the topic of the query. The
blog post opinion retrieval task ran as part of the TREC blog track from 2006 to
2008. A blog collection named Blog06 which consists of about 3.2 million blog
post was made available to the community by the Blog track organizers and used
for this task. At every year of running the opinion retrieval task, a set of 50 new
topics were chosen by TREC organizers and added to the query set along with
their relevance judgments. Relevance judgement indicate whether a blog post is
relevant to a topic and if so, whether it expresses opinion (with a positive, neg-
ative, mix polarity ) toward the query. More details about the Blog06 collection
are provided in Chapter 3.

After three years of running the opinion retrieval task, the Blog06 collection
with the set of 150 queries and their relevance judgment seemed to be good
enough for assessing the quality of an opinion retrieval system. Therefore, the
opinion retrieval task was stopped and did not continue during the TREC 2009
and TREC 2010 runs of TREC blog track. However, the resulting collection and
query sets are still under active use by the researchers on the opinion retrieval
problem [60]. There has been lots of research on blog opinion retrieval in TREC
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[78, 58, 80] and other venues [120, 111, 117, 97, 106, 68] in which people
follow the opinion retrieval definition used in the TREC blog track.

A common approach in blog post opinion retrieval is to first rank documents
based on their topical relevance to the query and then re-rank the top n retrieved
documents by taking their opinion score into account. Studies have shown that
the performance of opinion retrieval systems is strongly dependent on the per-
formance of the underlying topical relevance retrieval method. A strong topical
relevance retrieval system leads to a stronger opinion retrieval system than a
system that has a weak topical relevance component. In fact, a system without
any opinion finding component, only based on topical relevance retrieval, can
still perform well in terms of finding opinionated blog posts. The reason is that
blogs are opinionated in nature and the majority of blog posts that are relevant
to a topic are also expressing an opinion about it. Thus, in order to evaluate the
performance of opinion retrieval systems, it is natural to compare the perfor-
mance of the final system with performance of the underlying topical relevance
method. It has been shown to be very difficult to improve the ranking produced
by a strong topical relevance method, using any opinion finding technique [56].
This means that an opinion scoring technique may be able to improve the perfor-
mance of a topical relevance ranking method remarkably, while fail to improve
the performance of another relevance ranking system. Therefore, comparing
the performance of opinion scoring methods is not fair, if systems are based on
different relevance retrieval methods.

In order to facilitate direct comparison between systems during TREC 2008,
five relevance retrieval baselines were provided by the TREC organizers, selected
from the best performing retrieval runs. Each of these baselines covers all 150
topics and contains a ranking of the top 1000 relevant documents for each topic
[80]. Having a common relevance baseline, researches can deploy their opinion
finding model on top of a TREC relevance retrieval baseline and easily compare
the effectiveness of different opinion finding models.

In the following, we review the effective techniques published in the litera-
ture for the opinion retrieval task. Here we do not provide details on the first
relevance ranking step of opinion retrieval. Instead we focus on an overview of
the techniques that were used in opinion finding and in producing the final rank-
ing which is based on the combination of relevance and opinion scores. These
approaches can be categorized to two classes of lexicon-based and classification-
based.
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2.4.2 Classification-based Opinion Retrieval

Classification-based opinion retrieval systems use resources that are known to be
subjective(i.e. opinionated) or objective(i.e. non-opinionated) as training data to
build a subjectivity classifier.

W. Zhang et al. [120] decompose documents that are retrieved in the top-
ical relevance step, into sentences. They learn an SVM classifier which labels
each sentence as opinionated or not and gives an opinion score to the sentence.
They propose different methods for scoring documents for their opinion aspect
based on the number and score of opinionated sentences that they have. To
find relevant opinionated sentences to the query, they use a NEAR operator
which considers opinionated sentences that are close to query terms as relevant
opinionated sentences. Finally relevance and opinion scores of documents are
combined linearly to ensure satisfying the both aspects of topical relevance and
opinionatedness in every document. To build the subjectivity sentence classifier,
they use resources other than the Blog06 data for training, including subjec-
tive documents collected from review web sites like epinion.com1 and rateitall2.
They also submitted queries to a Web search engine containing opinion indica-
tor phrases such as “reviews”, “don’t like", etc. and considered the top retrieved
documents as opinionated documents. They used the same approach for col-
lecting not opinionated documents from dictionary sites like Wikipedia, and by
submitting queries to a search engine for documents that did not contain the
terms “review", “comments", etc. They used uni-grams and bi-grams in the col-
lected documents as the features for the SVM classifier, and used the Chi-Square
method to reduce the number of features. Later, W. Zhang et al. refined their
work by extracting some document level features for a decision tree classifier
based on the output of a SVM sentence classifier. The decision tree classifier was
then used to score the whole document [119]. Q. Zhang et al. [118] used the
CME (Classification by Minimizing Error) method to assign an opinion score to
each sentence of a blog post. They then defined some features based on sub-
jectivity and relevance of all sentences in the post. An SVM classifier is used
to assign an opinion score to each document based on the values of the defined
features. A subjectivity data set of movie-review data containing 5000 subjective
and 5000 objective sentences was used for training the CME classifier, but for
the SVM and classifying documents they just used the Blog06 collection. The
blog posts were ranked by the final score that was calculated as the product of
the relevance and the opinion scores.

1http://www.epinions.com
2http://www.rateitall.com
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Another classification based opinion finding system is proposed by He et al.
[35]. They use OpinionFinder [108] to classify sentences of a blog post as sub-
jective or objective. They then use the proportion of subjective sentences in a
blog post and the confidence of the classifier to assign opinion score to doc-
uments. A function of the opinion score is then linearly combined with the
relevance score to produce the relevant opinion score for a final ranking. Opin-
ionFinder is a freely available toolkit for identifying subjective sentences in text.
It uses two Naïve Bayes classifiers to distinguish between subjective and objec-
tive sentences using a variety of lexical and contextual features. The classifiers
have been trained using subjective and objective sentences, which have been
automatically generated from a corpus of un-annotated data by rule-based clas-
sifiers [86].

Classification-based opinion retrieval methods require a lot of training data
to learn a precise opinion scoring model. However, they have the advantage of
being very effective in case enough training data is available and good discrimi-
native features are used in the model.

2.4.3 Lexicon-based Opinion Retrieval

In the Lexicon-based approach to opinion retrieval, a list of opinion terms called
opinion lexicon is used to find opinion expressions in a document. Different
methods are proposed to create a general, domain or topic-specific opinion lexi-
con. Different methods are also proposed to assign opinion score to a document
that take advantage of different factors such as the frequency and position of
opinion terms in a document and their relatedness to the topic of interest. In
Chapter 5 of this thesis we present a lexicon-based opinion retrieval model that
uses an external opinion lexicon and takes advantage of the proximity of opin-
ion terms to the query terms to estimate their relatedness. We then incorporate
this information in assigning an opinion score to a document. Below we briefly
explain some of the previous works following the lexicon-based approach and
in case of similar models to our proposed model in Chapter 5, we highlight the
difference of models with our proposed model.

Yang et al. [111] proposed a method that uses multiple modules each con-
sidering a different source of evidence in their opinion retrieval model. The first
module identifies opinion based on common opinion terms. A lexicon is built
by identifying terms that occur frequently in opinionated blog posts and infre-
quently in non opinionated blog posts. The resulting terms are manually filtered
and assigned an opinion weight. A second module uses the standard set of Wil-
son subjective terms as a collection independent source of evidence. Since in
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blogs opinion is often expressed in a creative and non standard form, a third
module looks at the low frequency terms as opinion evidence. Pronouns such
as “I” and “you” appear very frequently in opinionated posts, so a fourth mod-
ule recognizes certain n-grams which begin or end with these terms. The last
module recognizes acronyms, specifically a subset of Netlingo’s chat acronyms
and text message shorthands. The scores from each module are first normalized
using MinMax method [50] and then combined using a weighted summation,
where the weights are estimated from training data. At the end, the linear com-
bination of relevance and opinion scores is used to score and rank documents.

Amati et al. [2] proposed an approach for automatically generating opinion
word list from the TREC 2006 relevance judgment. Candidate opinion terms are
selected according to a method that is similar to the Weighted Log-Likelihood
Ratio [76, 75]. The list of opinion terms is then refined according to the term’s
document frequency in the set of relevant opinionated documents. The assump-
tion is that the best opinion bearing terms occur uniformly in the set of opinion-
ated documents. Therefore, the number of opinionated documents that a term
occurs in, is used as a threshold to select terms from the candidate set of opinion
terms and obtain a smaller opinion lexicon. Based on the value of a threshold
parameter, opinion lexicons with different sizes can be obtained. After building
the opinion lexicon, opinion terms are submitted as a query to a search engine
to get opinion scores for the relevant documents. Ranking is done in two steps.
In the first step, documents are ranked according to opinion score divided by
the topical relevance rank. In the second step, ranking is obtained by the topical
relevance score divided by the ranking of the previous step.

He et al. [34] proposed a similar approach in which they build an opinion
lexicon from the Blog06 collection by first removing very frequent and very rare
terms from the vocabulary of the collection. Using a set of queries for training,
they weight terms based on the divergence of their occurrence in the opinion-
ated and relevant document compared to their occurrence in the relevant set of
documents. The top weighted terms are considered as opinion bearing terms
and are submitted as a query. The score assigned by the retrieval system for a
blog post in response to this opinion query is considered as the opinion score
of the post. Opinion and relevance score are normalized via dividing them by
the maximum opinion and relevance score respectively. Two models are tried
for combining the normalized opinion and relevance scores of documents. The
first model is the linear combination of scores. The second model first trans-
forms opinion score to probability by dividing the score by the sum of scores of
all documents. It then uses a function of the log of the probability score and
linearly combines it with the relevance score. Experimental results showed the
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superiority of the log-based model.
Lee et al. [52] use a generative model of words from subjective and objective

resources: the Amazon review corpus as a subjective and Amazon specification
corpus as an objective resource. The subjective weight of terms in SentiWord-
Net3 [21] was considered as the prior weight of terms. The obtained opinion
lexicon only contains words from the review corpus that are also present in
SentiWordNet (i.e. the intersection of the two word sets). After building the
lexicon, length-normalized sum of opinion terms are used to score documents
for the opinion aspect. Relevance and opinion scores are then linearly combined
to produce the final ranking.

Seki and Uehara [45] propose a language modeling approach based on the
notion of subjective triggers. They differentiate between two classes of words
in a subjective document: 1) the subject of the opinion or the object that the
opinion is about, and 2) a subjective expression. They regard the former as a
triggering word and the latter as a triggered word and automatically identify
trigger patterns characteristic of subjective opinions using customer reviews col-
lected from Amazon.com. They interpolate the resulting trigger model with the
n-gram language model baseline. As potential triggering words, they experi-
mentally chose pronouns such as: I, my, you, it, its, he, his, she, her, we, our,
they, their, and this, and identify trigger pairs using some criterion. In building
the model, they limit the history to the prior context (preceding words) in the
same sentence. They use a subjective trigger language model to assign opinion
score to documents. The opinion score of a document is then linearly combined
with the relevance score of the document in the log space to produce the final
score.

The above mentioned methods do not take the relatedness of opinion terms
to a query into account when calculating an opinion score for a document. These
methods assume that all opinion expressions in a document are targeted toward
the topic of interest. An assumption that does not hold in a all document. Even
a relevant document to a topic of a query can be relevant to multiple topics and
some opinion expressions be targeted toward other topics than the topic of the
query. Some previous works tried to address this limitation by using a topic-
specific opinion lexicon and so ignore (or weight less) the opinion terms that are
rarely used to express opinion about the topic of the query.

Na et al. [74] propose a method for creating a topic specific opinion lexicon
via a feedback-style learning on the top retrieved documents in response to a
query. The method starts by assigning opinion scores to the top retrieved doc-

3http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it
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uments for the query, using a general opinion lexicon such as SentiwordNet. It
then updates the opinion weight of lexicon terms to be the average of the opinion
score of the feedback documents in which the term has occurred. Thus, a term
that occurred in documents with higher opinion score has its weight increased.
This method showed slight improvement over using the general lexicon.

Huang and Croft [38] propose a single-stage opinion retrieval model where
they use a small set of opinion terms as expansion to the query. They propose dif-
ferent ways of selecting a small number of (query dependent and query indepen-
dent) opinion terms to expand a query. They use the expanded query to retrieve
relevant opinionated documents. For query dependent opinion expansion, they
proposed using a variation of the relevance model [49] to rank opinion terms
from a general lexicon. They then used the top n opinion terms to expand the
query. Their experiments showed that using an interpolated model in which both
query independent and query dependent selected opinion terms are used, leads
to the highest performance. However, using just the query dependent opinion
terms did not have any advantage compare to the query independent variations.

Jijkoun et al. [41] proposed a bootstrapping method for obtaining a topic-
specific lexicon from a general opinion lexicon. Jijkpun’s method starts with a
general opinion lexicon. It then finds the syntactic context of the opinion words
in the top retrieved documents to a query, as well as in a background collec-
tion. Frequency of the syntactic contexts is then compared between the top
relevant documents and the background collection using χ2 statistics. The T
different syntactic contexts with the highest χ2 are then considered as the fo-
cused topic-specific lexicon. This method is useful for identifying relevant opin-
ion expressions for a topic, thereby producing smaller opinion lexicons without
significantly hurting the performance of the system.

Another approach in assigning topic-specific opinion score to documents is to
consider the position of the opinion terms in a document and their distance with
the topic of the query as an indicator of their relatedness. Our proposed model in
Chapter 5 follows this approach. Below we briefly explain some previous works
that follow this approach and highlight their difference with our model.

Santos et al. [97] use a divergence from randomness proximity model to in-
tegrate the proximity of query terms to the opinionated sentences identified by a
general opinion finding system. They further combine the scores of opinionated
sentences by the relevance score of the document using a linear combination.
Our work is similar to this method in the sense that we also use a general opin-
ion lexicon without refining it with query specific opinion terms, but our method
differs in that we do not work on the sentence level but use the opinion weights
and proximity of terms to the query directly. We also consider a proximity-based
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opinion density functions to capture the proximity information that has not been
used in previous studies in opinion retrieval. The way we incorporate the rel-
evance score in our model is also different from previous studies in that we
investigate different ways of normalizing the relevance score.

M. Zhang et al. [117] proposed a formal generative model for opinion re-
trieval that considers the relevance score as a weight for the opinion score of
a document. They consider the proximity of opinion terms to query terms by
computing the probability of query term and opinion term co-occurrence within
a window.

Vechtomova [106] builds an opinion lexicon using several manually built
subjective resources. She weights each opinion term from the lexicon based
on the Kullback-Liebler (KL) divergence between the set of relevant opinion-
ated documents and relevant documents in Blog06 collection. She then uses
a BM25 in which she calculate a pseudo-frequency value for a query term in
a document. The pseudo-frequency of a query term is calculated based on the
occurrence and proximity of subjective terms and their KL weight around them.
The pseudo-frequency of query terms is used instead of its actual frequency in
the BM25 model. Therefore, the occurrence of a query term is counted in the
retrieval model weighted by its surrounding subjective terms and so documents
are scored just based on their subjective and relevant content.

Although Zhang and Vechtomova considered proximity information in their
models, Zhang et al. [117] did not find any advantage in using the proxim-
ity information while Vechtomova [106] did show some improvement in terms
of opinion MAP. In this paper we introduce the proximity information in a more
principled way and show that it can improve the performance over a non proximity-
based opinion retrieval baseline.

Lee et al. [51] generate a sentiment-relevance flow (SRF) graph for each doc-
ument, based on the relevance and opinion scores of every sentence, regarding
their position in the document. To calculate the opinion score of every sentence,
a fixed number of sentences before and after the sentence were taken into ac-
count. A regression model is trained using maximum entropy to predict the
relevance of documents based on some features of the SRF. Interesting features
such as the variance of sentence scores, the fraction of sentences with normal-
ized scores more than 0.5, called the peak, and the first peak position are taken
into account. Our model is similar to the SRF in a sense that we both use posi-
tional information in obtaining the opinion score. However the SRF model was
mainly used to re-rank the top 15 documents and improve very early precision,
while we use the proximity method to find the opinion score for all relevance-
retrieved documents.
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2.5 Score Transformation in Multi-criteria IR

In Chapter 6, we will consider the topical relevance and opinionatedness about
the query as two criteria that should be satisfied in a document to be considered
as relevant in an opinion retrieval system. In this section, we first review the
previous works in the area of multi-criteria IR and look for common approaches
for score combination of different criteria. We will show that linear combination
of scores is the common approach. We then look into the previous works in
multi-criteria IR and meta search and review the score normalization methods
that has been proposed to normalize scores before combination.

Pereira et. al [13] considered relevance as a multidimensional property of
document and proposed four relevance criteria namely, “aboutness”, “coverage”,
“appropriateness” and “reliability” to improve personalized IR. They proposed an
ordered aggregation method which linearly combines the score of documents
for each criterion. A recent study [5] defined a set of document quality features
related to different aspects of document quality such as “content readability”,
“provision of useful links” and “ease of navigation”. A ranking function based on
the linear combination of the quality features and topicality is used to promote
high quality relevant web documents in the ranking. Blog post opinion retrieval
can also be considered as a multi-dimentional relevance retrieval in which “topi-
cal relevance to the query” and “expressing opinion about the query” are the two
facets that should be considered. Most of the proposed methods for solving this
problem linearly combined the relevance score of blog with its opinion score.
These studies mostly focused on proposing techniques to score documents for
every aspect and did not considered the comparability of the scores to be com-
bined.

Crawell et. al. [14] considered some query independent aspects of docu-
ments such as PageRank, URL length and link in-degree beside document con-
tent. They tried to find the optimum combination function of the query inde-
pendent (static) feature values and document content in order to produce the
final score of documents. They followed the Probability Ranking Principle, while
representing a document by two components: the content score and the static
feature score. Their model led to two additive scores: BM25 score and log P(S|R)

P(S|R̄)
which they call indep score since it is obtained after independence assumption
between the content and static feature. They further adjusted the indep score
by comparing the retrieved and relevant set of documents, in order to compen-
sate the possible dependency of the results obtained by the two components.
At the end, they guessed the functional form of the adjusted score called floe.
Our work in Chapter 6 is similar to this study as we are also looking for the
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optimum transformation of features before combination. However, our model is
more general since we are not limited to using BM25 as the relevance score and
also we propose an automatic way of estimating the functional form of the score
transformation functions, which is guaranteed to be optimum.

Multi-critera IR is closely related to meta-search, where the goal is to com-
bine the result of multiple retrieval systems over a common document collection,
to produce a more effective ranking. The difference between meta-search and
multi-criteria IR can be explained as follows: in multi-criteria IR, independent
criteria need to be satisfied at the same time but maybe with different weight, in
every document. Therefore, one approach to this problem would be to score doc-
uments based on every criterion separately and then combine the scores of every
document regarding different criteria to produce a final score which can be used
for ranking. Similar to multi-criteria, in meta-search document scores produced
by different retrieval systems need to be combined to produce a final ranking.
However, usually the goal of every retrieval system is scoring documents for the
same criterion (e.g. topical relevance), but different representation of query and
documents or different retrieval functions are used in every system.

The incomparability of scores produced by different systems, was noticed in
meta-search and other related tasks such as distributed IR. In previous studies,
different methods have been proposed to normalize scores prior to combination
[3]. We explain these methods in more details in the rest of this section.

Lee [50] tried to address the incomparability of scores by shifting and scaling
them to the range [0,1]. We call this method MinMax in the rest of this thesis.

Montague and Aslam [69] proposed two normalization methods named Sum
and Z-score. Sum normalization shifts minimum score to zero and scales sum
to 1. Z-score, shifts mean to zero and scales variance to one. Experimental
comparison between Sum, Z-score and MinMax, showed that Sum was the most
effective and robust method between the three. The superiority of Sum in meta-
search was confirmed in [99].

Later, normalization techniques were proposed that consider the shape of
score distributions [61, 62, 99]. Manmatha et. al [61] showed that distribution
of scores in relevant and non-relevant set of documents for a single query can
be modeled by normal and exponential distributions respectively. They propose
using EM algorithm to estimate the parameters of this mixture model in the
absence of relevance judgement. The posterior probability of relevance given the
score is then calculated based on the mixture components. It has been noticed
that the posterior probability of relevance does not satisfy the monotonicity of
transformation from original score, such that after a maximum probability, the
higher original score leads to lower posterior probability. To resolve this issue,
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authors suggested considering a straight line form the maximum probability to
the point (1,1). This way of fixing the problem ensures monotonicity but does
not have a theoretical justification. The final score of document was calculated
as the average posterior probability obtained from different engines.

In another work [62], Manmatha and Sever followed the normal-exponential
mixture model of score distributions. They proposed equalizing non-relevant
score distributions of different search engines in order to normalize their scores.
The intuition was that non-relevant distribution of scores provides information
on how a search engine maps a random set of documents to scores for a given
query. In their view, score normalization should ensure that random documents
are mapped in the same manner. For non-relevant distribution, this can be done
by setting the minimum score to 0 and the mean of exponentials to be the same.
In the absence of relevance judgement, non-relevant score distribution can be
estimated using EM algorithm. It also can be approximated by the distribution
of all scores. Therefore, normalization can be done by setting the minimum to 0
and equalizing the mean of all scores which is equivalent (in ranking) to the Sum
normalization method discussed earlier. Authors mentioned that normalizing
scores to the posterior probability of relevance, as was suggested in [61], did not
performed as well as equalizing the non-relevant distribution. It was believed to
be due to the error involving the estimation of the mixture model. In Chapter 6,
we consider MinMax, Z-score and Sum methods as baselines.

Arampatzis and Robertson [3] provide a complete survey on modeling score
distributions in IR. In this survey, the following problems has been reported
for the normalization techniques that rely on score distributions. First, it has
been discussed that the normal-exponential mixture model is not universal in
modeling SDs in IR and some retrieval models such as KL-Dirverence may be
better fitted with different mixtures. Second, the model does not satisfy the
convexity condition ( i. e. the normalized score does not increase monotonically
with the original score). This problem mostly occurs at the top of the ranking,
where it is very important for meta-search or multi-critera methods to have a
precise relevance estimation. The proposed methods for resolving this issue were
mostly heuristic and not theoretically justified. Also estimating the parameters
of the mixture model was shown to be difficult, specially in the case of few
relevant document.

Fernandez et. al. [22, 23] estimate a single cumulative density function
(CDF) for every search engine based on historical queries. The normalized score
is obtained as follows:

s′ = F−1(P(S ≤ s)) (2.3)
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where P(S ≤ s) is the CDF of the probability distribution of all scores aggregated
for a number of submitted query to the search engine. F is the CDF of an ideal
scoring function which is common between all engines. As a simple approxima-
tion to the ideal system, F was estimated based on aggregated results of several
good search engines for the historical queries and F−1 was obtained numerically
based on F . Transformation using F−1 was called Standardization which aims at
reducing any bias related to individual search engines. This method does not use
training data and does not assume any parametric model for the distribution of
relevant or non-relevant scores. It also does not introduce non-convexity since it
results in monotonic transformation of original scores. This method is based on
the assumption of comparability of scores across queries which may not be true
specially for systems that use query features in the retrieval function. However,
it does have the advantage that the transformation function can be calculated
offline and may only have to change with significant collection change [3].

In order to accommodate combination of arbitrary features, machine learn-
ing techniques have been applied, leading to the recent work on learning to
rank [53]. Many of these works rely on a linear combination of multiple fea-
tures, but have not looked into the issue of compatibility; instead, the focus is
on developing different loss functions and learning algorithms by assuming lin-
ear combinations. Normalization has been done on features, but mostly to bring
the values to comparable ranges. Our work in Chapter 6 is complementary with
this line of work in that we develop a general transformation strategy that can be
applied to features in any learning to rank framework where linear combination
of features is used.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter, we gave an introduction to the IR field. We briefly explained the
retrieval models and machine learning techniques that we use throughout this
thesis. We explained the opinion retrieval task which is the main focus of this
thesis. Finally, we gave an overview of the previous works in the area of opinion
retrieval and related tasks.



Chapter 3

Experimental Setup

The evaluation of information retrieval effectiveness is based on two factors: a
test collection and an evaluation measure. In the standard evaluation setting we
need a test set consisting of three things:

1. A document collection

2. A test suite of information needs, expressible as queries

3. A set of relevance assessments, standardly a binary value indicating rele-
vant or non-relevant for each query-document pair.

Below we give a detailed description of the test sets and the evaluation mea-
sures that we used to report the performance of the models presented in this
thesis.

3.1 Test Sets

We evaluated our proposed methods based on the test sets provided by TREC
2006-2008 blog tracks for the Opinion Blog Post Retrieval task. To the best of
our knowledge the Blog06 collection is the only standard collection available
for the opinion retrieval task with a reasonable collection size and number of
topics and relevance judgements. An important advantage of evaluating our
proposed methods on the standard TREC collection is that we will be able to
compare the performance of our proposed methods with the state of the art
approaches, tested on the same data set, without the need to implement and
tune them on a different data set. Apart from facilitated comparison of the
final results of different systems, we will be able to compare the effectiveness
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of our opinion scoring and final ranking methods with state-of-the-art systems
by using the same standard relevance retrieval runs provided by the TREC Blog
Track organizers. This way, the effect of the initial relevance retrieval step will
be filtered and comparisons will be more focused on the two most challenging
steps: 1) opinion scoring, 2) combination of the relevance and opinion scores to
provide final ranking.

In the rest of this section we give a brief description of the test sets.

3.1.1 Document Collection

Our experiments are based on the Blog06 collection1, created and used as a test
collection in the Blog Track of TREC 2006-2008. The collection is crawled over
an eleven weeks period from 6th Dec. 2006 until 21st Feb. 2006 and contains
the XML feeds, the permalinks as well as the homepage of blog at the time of the
crawl. The total size of the collection is 148GB, consisting of 38.6GB of feeds,
88.8GB of permalink documents and 20.8GB of homepages.

In order to provide a more realistic search environment, some spam, non-
English and non-blog documents are included in the Blog06 collection [57, 79].
In fact, 13.1% of the permalinks in the collection are non-English. However,
only English documents were evaluated as if they were relevant or not, while
the non-English documents were assumed to be non-relevant. The collection
also contains 509,137 spam blog posts.

In the experiments reported in this thesis, we only indexed the permalink
components of blogs as retrieval units. Each permalink constitutes a post and its
comments. The actual number of permalink documents in the Blog06 collection
is 3,215,171. We did not perform any spam filtering or language detection.
The preprocessing of the collection was minimal and involved only stopword
removal.

3.1.2 Topic sets

There are three sets of topic available for the opinion retrieval task. Each topic
set consists of 50 topics and is related to a specific year of having the opinion
retrieval task from TREC 2006 through 2008. Topics were selected by the NIST
assessors from a query log of a commercial blog search engine. Selected queries
were expanded by the assessors and presented in the TREC topics format, where,

1http://ir.dcs.gla.ac.uk/test_collections

http://ir.dcs.gla.ac.uk/test_collections
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every topic contains three fields: title (the actual query), description and narra-
tive. An example of a TREC topic is shown in Fig. 3.1.

<top>&
<num>&Number:&856&</num>&
&
<title>&macbook&pro&</title>&
&
<desc>&Description:&
What&has&been&the&reaction&to&the&Macbook&Pro&laptop&computer?&
</desc>&
&
<narr>&Narrative:&
General&statements&of&liking&or&disliking&the&Macbook&Pro&are&
relevant.&&Value&comparisons&to&earlier&versions&of&Macintosh&laptops&
or&to&other&companies&laptops&are&relevant.&&Product&reviews&are&
relevant&if&they&contain&opinions.&&Speculation&about&unreleased&
laptops&is&not&relevant.&
</narr>&
&
</top>&&&&&
&
& Figure 3.1. Example of a TREC topic

In our experiments we considered the title part of every topic as the query.
In order to be able to compare our results with TREC 2008 participants, we used
the 100 topics from TREC 2006 and TREC 2007 (numbered 851 to 950) as our
training set and the 50 topics from TREC 2008 (numbered 1001 to 1050) for
testing.

3.1.3 Assessments

The standard approach to information retrieval system evaluation revolves around
the notion of relevant and non-relevant documents. With respect to a user in-
formation need, a document in the test collection is given a binary classification
as either relevant or non-relevant.

In the Blog06 collection, the relevance assessments for the opinion retrieval
query sets provide information about whether a given blog post is relevant to
a topic and also reflects the opinionatedness of the relevant posts. Table 3.1
summarizes the assessment scale used. Due to the large collection size, the
assessments were done over the Blog06 collection with the pooling technique.
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Scale Meaning
-1 Not judged
0 Not relevant
1 Relevant to the target
2 Relevant and expresses negative opinion about the target
3 Relevant and expresses both positive and negative opinion about the target
4 Relevant and expresses positive opinion about the target

Table 3.1. Assessment scale in Blog06 collection for the opinion retrieval task

3.2 Evaluation

Measuring the performance of different systems is an important aspect of IR
studies. In this section we first explain the common IR metrics for evaluating
the performance of document retrieval, and in particular the opinion retrieval
task. We then explain the significant testing that we perform to compare the
results of different systems in this thesis.

3.2.1 Evaluation Metrics

Finding relevant documents is the basis of many IR tasks. Therefore, the two
most used evaluation metrics are precision and recall. Precision is the fraction
of retrieved documents that are relevant, and recall is the fraction of relevant
documents that are retrieved [63]. However, precision and recall are computed
without considering the rank of documents. Based on these two measures, dif-
ferent IR evaluation measures have been proposed that extend these two notions
to evaluate ranked retrieval results.

Here, we explain a set of common IR metrics that has been widely used to
report the performance of opinion retrieval systems. This helps us to compare
the effectiveness of our models with the previous works in the area of opinion
retrieval:

Precision at K documents (P@K) Precision at the point when K documents
have been retrieved. This measure is particularly good for web search
applications to measure how good are the results in the first page (p@10)
or first three pages (P@30).

P@K = #{r ∈ Ri|rank(qi, r)≤ K}/K (3.1)
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where Ri shows the set of relevant documents to the query qi. rank(qi, r)
is the rank of document r for the query qi and P is the precision at that
rank.

Average Precision (AP) Precision is calculated at every point in the rank list
where a relevant document have been retrieved (using zero as the pre-
cision for relevant documents that are not retrieved), and then averaged
[11]. AP for query qi can be written as:

APi =
1

|Ri|

∑

r∈Ri

P@rank(qi, r) (3.2)

R-Precision (R-Prec) Precision at the point when R relevant documents have
been retrieved, where R is the number of relevant documents for a given
topic. This measure is in fact the P@R.

P@R= #{r ∈ Ri|rank(qi, r)≤ R}/R (3.3)

Binary Preference (bPref): The previous measures make no distinction in
pooled collections between documents that are explicitly judged as non-
relevant and documents that are assumed to be non-relevant because they
are un-judged. The bPref measure considers the possible incompleteness
of the relevance judgments and evaluates a ranking based on the number
of judged non-relevant documents [10]. For query qi with Ri as its set of
relevant documents,

bPre f =
1

|Ri|

∑

r∈Ri

1−
#{n ∈ NRi|rank(qi, n)≤ rank(qi, r)}

|Ri|
(3.4)

where NRi is the set of first |Ri| judged non-relevant documents as re-
trieved by the system. Ri and rank(qi, r) have show the set of relevant
documents to qi and the rank of document r respectively.

Mean Average Precision (MAP): To report the performance of a retrieval
system, the above measures are commonly averaged over a number of
queries. For example, MAP measure is the mean of the AP over all topics
in a given topic set Q:

MAP =
1

|Q|

|Q|
∑

i=1

APi (3.5)
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Among evaluation measures, MAP has been shown to have good discrim-
ination and stability [9]. We use MAP as the main evaluation measure in
this thesis. Other measures such as P@10, R-Prec and bPref are also used
to report and compare the performance of different systems in this thesis.

3.2.2 Significance Test

In the experiment part of sections 4, 5 and 6 of this thesis, we compare the pro-
posed models with some baseline systems. We may also compare two alternative
variations of a proposed model. To check for “significant” difference between the
two models, we use non-directional paired t-test since it has been shown to be
more reliable than the Wilcoxon or signed test [96]. We report the statistical
significance difference at level 0.01.

3.3 Unsupervised Normalization Methods

In the experimental parts of the research chapters of this thesis, we usually use
normalization methods to make relevance and opinion scores of documents com-
parable before combining them. In Chapter 6, we propose a new supervised
technique for normalizing the scores. We then use the unsupervised normaliza-
tion methods as baseline to show the effectiveness of our proposed method. In
this section, we explain the baseline unsupervised normalization methods that
we use in this thesis as introduced in Chapter 2, in more details:

MinMax Normalization

MinMaxed normalization, shifts and scales scores of every query to the range
[0,1] as follows:

MinMax(score ∈ Sq) =
score−min(Sq)

max(Sq)−min(Sq)
(3.6)

where, Sq is the set of scores that a retrieval system assigns to documents in
response to the query q. max(Sq) and min(Sq) indicate the maximum and mini-
mum scores in set Sq.

SUM normalization

For every query, Sum normalization [69] shifts minimum score to zero and scales
sum to 1:
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Sum(score ∈ Sq) =
score−min(Sq)

∑

score∈Sq
(score−min(Sq))

(3.7)

Sum normalization is used as a baseline in Chapter 6.
The score combination method in Chapter 5 is multiplication. Therefore,

we do not report Sum normalization results since it is rank equivalent to the
MinMax normalization when the scores are multiplied together.

Z-score normalization

For every query, the Z-score normalization[69] shifts the mean to zero and
rescales the variance to one:

Z − score(score ∈ S) =
score−mean(S)

stdev(S)
(3.8)

Z-score normalization is used in Chapter 5 to normalize relevance scores before
combing with opinion scores. We also use z-score as a baseline normalization
method in Chapter 6.

Logistic Regression

In Chapters 5 and 6, we use Logistic Regression for learning a transformation
from relevance scores to probability estimates. We train the model using the
relevance judgements from the training set. We used variations on the score or
rank of the documents in returned by a retrieval model as a feature for logistic
regression.

In Chapter 5, we use the following model to estimate the relevance probabil-
ity of a document in each baseline:

P(d is relevant|TREC_baselinej) =
eα+β .x

1+ eα+β .x (3.9)

where x is one of the normalized scores, the rank or the log of the rank (or
score) of document d. In order to estimate this probability, we learn values for
α and β . We used the logistic regression implementation provided in LingPipe2,
the TREC 2006 topics, and the set of relevant and non-relevant documents for
learning these parameters.

In Chapter 6, we again use the Logistic Regression to estimate the probability
of relevance given topical score. We also use it to estimate the probability of

2http://alias-i.com/lingpipe/
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relevance given the opinion score. We consider the transformation of scores
obtained using Logistic Regression as another baseline to our proposed models.

HIS Normalization

HIS normalization is a variation of the method proposed in [22, 23]. It estimates
a single cumulative density function (CDF) for every retrieval system based on
historical queries. The normalized score is obtained as follows:

HIS(score ∈ S) = P(S ≤ score) =
|S ≤ score|
|S|

(3.10)

where S is the set of all scores aggregated for a number of historical3 queries
submitted to a retrieval system.

In Chapter 6 we consider HIS method as a baseline normalization technique
and use to normalize topical relevance and opinion scores before combination.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced the Blog06 collection and the set of queries that
we use for evaluating our proposed models in the context of opinion retrieval.
We explained the common IR measures for evaluating the performance of opin-
ion retrieval systems. We reported the significance test that we use for checking
if our proposed models significantly improve the baselines. Finally, we intro-
duced the normalization techniques that we use throughout this thesis as part
of the proposed models or as baselines.

3We can consider training queries as historical queries



Chapter 4

Investigating Learning Approaches

4.1 Introduction

The opinion retrieval problem is usually tackled in 3 stages. In the first stage,
a standard information retrieval system is used to rank posts by relevance, and
the highest ranking posts are selected as a candidate set of documents. In the
second stage, opinion scores are calculated for each candidate document, and
in the third stage, the opinion and relevance scores are combined so as to pro-
duce a single ranking. A variety of different techniques have been employed
in previous studies for realizing each of these stages and it is not clear from
these studies to what extent learning (either in the opinion scoring stage or the
ranking stage) or the feature selection method or the use of external datasets
of opinionated terms/sentences/documents is responsible for the performance
improvements demonstrated. Our intention in this chapter is to remedy this situ-
ation by focusing our investigation on the use of learning in the different stages
of opinion retrieval and comparing learning techniques directly with baseline
(non learning) techniques. We limit our study to use only data available in opin-
ion retrieval relevance assessments in order to focus our investigation on what
can be learnt automatically from the assessment data.

This chapter is structured as follows. We first define formally the problem
and describe different learning approaches for solving it. Finally, we describe the
empirical comparison we performed between different techniques for learning
in opinion retrieval.

39
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4.2 Problem Definition

The blog post opinion retrieval problem is the problem of developing an effective
retrieval function that ranks blog posts according to the likelihood that they are
expressing an opinion about a particular topic. To define this problem more for-
mally, we introduce some notation. Assume that we have a set of labeled training
documents, denoted D, and a set of training queries, denoted q1, ..., qn. For each
query qi we have a set of assessed documents Ai ⊂ D, a subset of which were
considered relevant to the query Ri ⊂ Ai, and a subset of the relevant documents
have also been marked as opinionated documents Oi ⊂ Ri. We now define the
blog post opinion retrieval problem as the problem of learning a retrieval func-
tion f : Q × D → R such that the ranking of documents for each query qi ∈ Q
is optimal (on average) with respect to a particular performance measure over
rankings,M : Bl → R, (where l ≤ |D| is the maximum length of a ranking).

Note that we have deliberately defined the opinion retrieval problem to in-
clude only a collection of documents, a set of queries, corresponding relevance
and opinion judgements, and an evaluation function 〈D, [qi, Ai, Ri, Oi]n,M〉. Our
aim is to understand how well a learning system can tackle opinion retrieval
problem without needing to recourse to external sources of information such as
opinionated term lists, product review corpora and so on.

4.3 Generating a Blog Post Opinion Score

Obviously if a blog post does not mention a particular topic then the author
cannot be expressing an opinion about it. Thus the first step in most opinion
retrieval systems is to rank posts by their relevance to the query. Once we have
a set of relevant documents, the problem becomes that of estimating a score
for the “opinionatedness” of each document. We investigate both learning and
non-learning (baseline) approaches for doing this. In the first (non-learning)
approach we calculate an opinion score for each term in the document and then
combine the score over all terms in the document. In the second we train a
classification system to distinguish between opinionated and non-opinionated
posts using the opinionatedness of each term for feature selection. We then use
the confidence of the classifier as an opinion score for the document.
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4.3.1 Discovering Opinionated Terms

Before defining different opinion scores for terms we introduce some more nota-
tion. Let O = ∪iOi be the set of all opinionated documents in our training set and
R = ∪iRi be the set of all relevant documents, (note that O ⊂ R). The relative
frequency of a particular term t in the set O is denoted p(t|O) and calculated as:

p(t|O) =

∑

d∈O c(t, d)
∑

d∈O |d|
(4.1)

where c(t, d) denotes the number of occurrences term t in document d and |d|
denotes the total number of words in the document. The relative frequency of
terms in the relevant set p(t|R) is defined analogously.

One simple score for comparing the likely “opinionatedness” of terms is the
ratio of relative frequencies in the opinionated and relevant sets, which we call
the Likelihood Ratio:

opinionLR(t) =
p(t|O)
p(t|R)

(4.2)

A second formula is the technique proposed by Amati et al. [2], which is a
slight variation on the standard Weighted Log-Likelihood Ratio [76, 75] feature
selection technique, (where the relevant set R replaces the “non-opinionated”
set Ō = R).

opinionW LLR(t) = p(t|O) log
p(t|O)
p(t|R)

(4.3)

Note that the summation over all terms of the opinion score gives the well-
known Kullback-Leibler divergence [64] between the opinionated document set
and the relevant document set. This measure quantifies the dissimilarity be-
tween the two sets of documents. Terms that cause high divergence are therefore
good indicators of opinionatedness.

We investigate also another formula for estimating the opinionatedness of a
term, based on the concept of Mutual Information (MI) [64]. Mutual Informa-
tion is often used for feature selection in machine learning [98].

opinionM I(t) =
∑

x∈{t∈d,t /∈d}

∑

y∈{d∈O,d /∈O}

p(x , y) log
p(x , y)

p(x), p(y)
(4.4)

Here the joint and marginal probabilities are calculated using the document
frequency in the sets O, Ō and R as follows:
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p(t ∈ d, d ∈ O) = d f (t, O)/|R|
p(t ∈ d, d /∈ O) = d f (t, Ō)/|R|

p(t ∈ d) = d f (t, R)/|R|
p(d ∈ O) = |O|/|R|

where d f (t, O) = #{d ∈ O|t ∈ d} is the number of relevant and opinionated
documents that contain the term t. Similarly, d f (t, Ō) = #{d ∈ Ō|t ∈ d} is the
number of relevant but not opinionated documents containing the term t and
d f (t, R) = #{d ∈ R|t ∈ d} is the number of relevant documents that contain the
term t.

A related feature selection measure, also based on document frequencies, is
the χ2 score:

opinionχ2(t) = |D|
[p(t ∈ d, d ∈ O)p(t /∈ d, d /∈ O)− p(t ∈ d, d /∈ O)p(t /∈ d, d ∈ O)]2

p(t ∈ d)p(t /∈ d)p(d ∈ O)p(d /∈ O)
(4.5)

4.3.2 Document Opinion Scores

In order to calculate an opinion score for an entire document, we can simply
calculate the average opinion score over all the words in the document:

opinionavg(d) =
∑

t∈d

opinion(t)p(t|d) (4.6)

where p(t|d) = c(t, d)/|d| is the relative frequency of term t in document d.
Alternatively, as stated previously, we can train a classifier and in particular

a Support Vector Machine (SVM) to recognize opinionated documents. Training
data in this case will be the set of all relevant documents R, with the set of
opinionated documents O being positive examples of the class. We can then use
the confidence of the classifier (i.e. the distance from the hyperplane) as the
opinion score for each document1. The per term opinion score is used in this
case only for feature selection, with the m highest scoring terms being selected
as features for the classifier. We use the relative frequency of each of these terms
in the document as the feature weight:

opinionSVM(d) = fSVM(p(t1|d), ..., p(tm|d)) (4.7)

where the function fSVM() is the output (confidence) of the trained SVM for a
particular document and m is the size of the feature set (vocabulary).

1Note that the classifier is not being used to perform regression estimation as the training
examples have categorical class labels c ∈ {0, 1} as opposed to a range of value, e.g. c ∈ [0,1].
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4.4 Combining Relevance and Opinion Scores

In order to combine the relevance score with the opinion score we again inves-
tigate both learning and non-learning approaches.

4.4.1 Simple Combinations

In the baseline approach we investigate simple algorithms for combining the two
scores. Our first approach is simply to rerank the top N results according to the
opinion score:

basicScore(qi, d) = opinion(d) (4.8)

The next approach is to simply weight the opinion score by the relevance
score for the document:

product(qi, d) = relevance(qi, d) ∗ opinion(d) (4.9)

where relevance(qi, d) is the relevance score that was given to document d
for query qi. This score could be a simple content-based retrieval function like
BM25 [101, 87] and Language Modeling [116], or it could be combined using
a Learning to Rank approach [53] with additional information including the
content of incoming hyperlinks and tag data from social bookmarking websites.

A third approach is to take the rankings produced by the opinion score and
the relevance score and merge them. The simplest way to do that is to use Borda
Fuse [70], which is simply to calculate a score based on the sum of the individual
ranks.

borda(qi, d) = rankopin(qi, d) + rankrel(qi, d) (4.10)

where rankopin(qi, d) and rankrel(qi, d) is the rank of document d in the opinion
and relevance rankings for query qi respectively. Whenever there are ties in the
ranking (i.e. two or more documents have the same opinion or relevance score),
the rank is the mean of the tied rankings (e.g. two documents tied at position
10 would both be given the rank 10.5).

4.4.2 Using a Rank Learner

Our final approach to ranking blog posts by their opinionatedness relies on a
learning framework. In this case we train a Learning to Rank system named
SVMmap [114] to take both the relevance score and the opinion score for each
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document into account when producing an output ranking. Note that because
of having opinion and relevance scores as the two features, SVMmap is simply
helping us to find the coefficients in the linear combination of the two scores.
Training data in this case is the set of assessed documents Ai for each query qi,
where positive examples are those documents judged to be both relevant and
opinionated, Oi.

4.5 Experimental Results

In this section we discuss the experiments we conducted in order to determine
the usefulness of different learning frameworks for performing blog post opinion
retrieval.

In order to avoid overfitting the data we perform 10 fold cross-validation on
the 150 queries. Thus for each fold we had 135 queries in the training set and
15 queries in the test set. The training and test data was kept separate in all
stages of the experiment. Training data was used in the feature selection phase
in order to determine highly opinionated terms, in the classification phase to
learn a model for detecting opinionated documents, and in the ranking stage
to train the rank learner to best combine opinion and relevance scores for each
document.

4.5.1 Discovering Opinionated Terms

In this section we investigate the different techniques discussed in section 4.3.1
for discovering terms which are good indicators of opinionated content. Table
4.1 shows a list of the most opinionated terms in the collection according to the
different weighting schemes outlined in section 4.3.1. It would appear from the
list that the Likelihood Ratio (LR) is not a useful weighting scheme. On the other
hand, the Weighted Log Likelihood (WLLR) does a reasonable job of discovering
terms that are likely to indicate opinionated content, such as “think” and “like”,
but the document frequency based Mutual Information (MI) appears to do even
better. Not surprisingly, the χ2 measure seems to rank terms almost identically
to MI.

4.5.2 Detecting Opinionated Documents

Here we investigate the use of term scores for feature selection when we want
to use the learning methods for calculating the opinion score for documents.
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Rank LR WLLR MI χ2

1 jeffgannon 8217 just just
2 ruberri who think think
3 opotho peopl know know
4 mtlouie muslim like like
5 mcclatchi like don don
6 spaeth think ve who
7 alschul just who ve
8 tomwright don love sai
9 hairlessmonkeydk 2006 sai love

10 snoopteddi sai littl littl
11 amlp februari well well
12 mccammon can am am
13 quicklink post actual peopl
14 rrlane comment didn actual
15 deggan 12 peopl didn
16 wpf right ll ll
17 fatimah know thought thought
18 pixnap pm let let
19 onim cartoon wai see
20 martouf decemb see wai
21 perfess islam still still
22 pemolin see feel feel
23 bka rsquo reason reason
24 suec film hate hate
25 thecitizen time god go
26 tvtattl want go want
27 scocca will sure sure
28 rutten onli yes god
29 fws wai believ yes
30 pav am want try

Table 4.1. The highest scoring opinion bearing terms according to different
opinion scores. The scores were calculated over the training data for a sin-
gle fold, consisting of the opinionated and relevant sets of documents for 135
queries.
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We only compare the WLLR and ML term weighting methods, because the LR
does not seem a good weighting method and χ2 ranks term pretty much the
same as MI. We rank terms according to these weighting methods and choose
the top 7000 terms as features. In order to train a classifier we use the SVM-
light tool [43] with the linear kernel and other default parameters. We use the
TREC qrels to evaluate the classifier in terms of precision, recall and combined F1
score, which are defined as follows, where C is the set of documents classified
as opinionated:

Precision= |C ∩O|/|C |
Recal l = |C ∩O|/|O|

F1= 2|C ∩O|/(|C |+ |O|)

The results for this experiment are shown in Table 4.2.

Weighted Log Likelihood (WLLR) Mutual Information (MI)
Precision 66.5% 63.8%

Recall 81.0% 95.2%
F1 72.6% 75.7%

Table 4.2. Comparing the effect of different feature selection methods in the
classification of opinionated blog posts

The precision values are relatively low for both feature selection methods,
because the ratio of negative to positive examples is more than five to one.
Hence the false positive rate is high. MI-based feature selection achieved a very
high recall rate of 95% and despite slightly lower precision than WLLR, achieved
a better F1.

4.5.3 Opinionated Document Retrieval

For coming up with the final ranking of documents, we inspected simple combi-
nations of opinion and relevance score and also a particular rank learner named
SVM-map [114] which is designed to optimize rankings for the Mean Average
Precision (MAP) performance measure.

The results for the experiment are given in Table 4.3. We report both the
opinion retrieval MAP scores as well as the percentage change with respect to
the opinion retrieval score for the baseline (relevance retrieval) system. The dif-
ferent ranking methods are listed vertically, while the techniques for generating
a document opinion score are divided horizontally.
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Expected Value Learning (SVM)
WLLR MI WLLR MI

opinion 0.281 (-26.11%) 0.291 (-23.50%) 0.284 (-25.00%) 0.285 (-25.00%)
opinion*relevance 0.30(-20.99%) 0. 349(-8.44%) 0.312(-18.01%) 0.333 (-12.49%)

Borda Fuse 0.381(-0.0%) 0.381(0.0%) 0.342(-10.13%) 0.362(-4.83%)
Rank Learning 0.390(2.39%) 0.389(2.07%) 0.386(1.34%) ∗ 0.384(0.88%) ∗

Table 4.3. opinion finding MAP on the Blog06 dataset using different methods
of opinion scoring for documents and different methods of combining opinion
and relevance scores. Percentages show improvements over the best baseline
opinion retrieval ranking. Symbol ∗ indicates statistically significant improve-
ment over the baseline.

One can see that the final performance of the opinion retrieval system is very
sensitive to the method used for combining the relevance and opinion scores.
Results show that only the Rank Learning using SVMmap is useful for combin-
ing the opinion and relevance scores. In fact, all other combination methods
produce ranking which is less effective than the simple ranking based on the
relevance score.

Comparing the lexicon-based and learning-based opinion scoring methods
shows that there is no statistically significant difference between them. However,
unlike lexicon-based opinion scoring methods, learning-based methods lead to
rankings which are statistically significantly better than the relevance baseline.

The comparison between the two feature selection (weighting methods),
WLLR and MI, did not provide a conclusive result. According to the paired T-test
their difference is not significant.

4.6 Conclusions

In this chapter we limited ourselves to the information that can be obtained from
collection’s relevance judgment and investigated different models of weighting
terms based on the statistics of their occurrence in relevant and opinionated
versus non-relevant documents. Based on terms’ weights, we selected terms as
features for learning an opinion classifier. We also used weighted terms to create
an opinion lexicon. We assumed that the whole content of documents that are
retrieved in the relevance retrieval step is relevant to the query. Therefore, we
used every opinion expression that occur in any position of a document in the
opinion scoring. We then tried simple learning and lexicon-based methods for
assigning opinion scores to documents. Finally we tried different methods for
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combining relevance and opinion scores to produce a final ranking. We evalu-
ated different models experimentally and compared the performance with the
topical relevance retrieval baseline.

Results showed that the best term weighting methods are mutual informa-
tion and weighted log likelihood ratio. We did not notice any statistical signif-
icant difference between the two methods. We also did not notice a statistical
significantly difference between the learning-based and lexicon-based methods
of opinion scoring. However, unlike the lexicon-based approach, the learning-
based methods showed statistical significantly improvement over the topical
relevance retrieval baseline. Finally, comparison between different methods of
combining the relevance and opinion scores showed that SVMmap, as a learning
to rank method is the only combination method that leads to improvement over
the topical relevance baseline. We have shown that learning can be effective
both for generating opinion scores for individual documents and also for learn-
ing a retrieval function that combined opinion evidence with relevance into a
single retrieval function. A distinct advantage of the approach proposed in this
chapter is that by performing multiple levels of learning, we maximize the use of
available training data while not relying on external sources. However, the per-
formance improvement compared to the topical relevance baseline was not very
high. The proposed models also did not performed well compared to the state
of the art opinion retrieval methods which use informations such as externally
built opinion lexicon or those that consider the relatedness of opinion terms to
the query in their opinion scoring method. We believe the main reason behind
this poor performance is the simple assumption that all opinion expressions in
a topically relevant document are targeted at the query. In the next chapter we
will use external opinion lexicon that has been shown to be effective in other
studies and consider the relatedness of opinion terms to the query in the model
by taking their proximity into account. The analysis in this chapter also showed
the sensitivity of the performance of the system to the methods that we use for
combining the relevance and opinion scores. the best performing setting was
using the learning to rank method for combination which is based on the linear
combination of the features. In the next chapters, specially in Chapter 6, we will
focus on the combination step more deeply.



Chapter 5

Exploiting Proximity Information

5.1 Introduction

In previous chapter we limited ourselves to the information that can be obtained
from collection’s relevance judgment. We also assumed that the whole content
of documents that are retrieved in the relevance retrieval step is relevant to the
query. Therefore, we used every opinion expression that occur in any position
of a document in the opinion scoring. However, the performance improvement
was not very high compared to other opinion retrieval methods which use in-
formations such as externally built opinion lexicon or those that consider the
relatedness of opinion terms to the query in their opinion scoring method. In
previous chapter we also showed the sensitivity of the performance of the sys-
tem to the methods that we use for combining the relevance and opinion scores.

In this chapter we use an externally built opinion lexicon that has been shown
to be effective in previously studies. The lexicon is used to identify the opinion-
ated content of a document. We propose a novel probabilistic model which
uses proximity-based density functions to model the notion of query-relatedness
for opinionated content. Our model ranks documents based on the product
of relevance and opinion probabilities. In previous chapter, multiplication was
shown to be the least effective technique. However, here we show the impor-
tance of score normalization before multiplying the two scores and show that
using proper normalization very high performance can be achieved.

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 describes
the proposed probabilistic relevant opinion retrieval system. Estimating the
opinion density at a document position is explained in Section 5.3. Different
methods for aggregating the opinion density information to estimate the opin-
ion score of documents are explained in Section 5.4. Different opinion lexicons
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are investigated in Section 5.5 and their effectiveness is compared. Section 5.6
presents the results of experiments and investigates the effectiveness of different
setting of the proposed methods. We analyze the results on a per topic and per
document basis in Section 5.7. Finally conclusions are given in the last section.
Sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 constitute the core contribution of this chapter, while
the rest of this chapter provides thorough analysis of the results and compare
the effectiveness of different proposed techniques with other proposed models
and the state of the art approaches.

5.2 Problem Definition

Blog post opinion retrieval aims at developing an effective retrieval function that
ranks blog posts according to the likelihood that they are expressing an opinion
about a particular topic. We follow the typical generative model of IR that esti-
mates the likelihood of generating a document given a query, P(D|Q). In opinion
retrieval we also need to estimate the probability of generating an opinion about
the query. We introduce the random variable O which denotes the event that the
document expresses an opinion about the query. Thus, for opinion retrieval we
can rank documents by their likelihood given the query and opinion, P(D|Q, O):

P(D|O,Q)∝ P(D, O,Q) = P(D)P(Q|D)P(O|Q, D) (5.1)

We can see two components in this ranking formula: P(D)P(Q|D) which
considers the relevance of document to the query, and P(O|D,Q) which scores a
document based on the amount of opinion expressed in the document about the
query. The relevance probability can be estimated using any existing IR method
such as language models [85] or classical probabilistic models [25].

In this chapter, we focus on the second component of the model which ad-
dresses the opinion scoring of documents. In the rest of this section, we explain
the possible options for estimating this probability.

5.2.1 Query-independent Opinion Score

The first studies on opinion retrieval assumed conditional independence be-
tween O and Q given the document D. So, P(O|D,Q) in those models was
calculated as P(O|D). Such models assume that each document discusses only
one topic and so if a document is relevant to a query, all opinion expressions in
the document are about the query. Therefore, to estimate a query-independent
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(general) opinion score for a document, we can simply calculate the average
opinion score over all terms in the document:

P(O|D,Q) = P(O|D) =
∑

t∈D

P(O|t)P(t|D) (5.2)

where P(t|D) = c(t, D)/|D| is the relative frequency of term t in document D
and P(O|t) shows the probability of opinionatedness of the term.

5.2.2 Query-dependent Opinion Score

The assumption that a document is only relevant to a single topic and that all
opinion expressions are about that topic is overly simplistic. In fact, a document
can be relevant to multiple topics and just be opinionated about one of them.
Therefore, for assigning opinion scores to documents, we need to identify opin-
ion expressions that are directed toward the query topic. One possible approach
is to find opinion lexicons that are mostly used to express opinion about the
query topic. For instance, the word “delicious” may be used more for expressing
opinion about a food type query than an electronic product. Having access to
query-related opinion lexicons, we can either ignore the word delicious or give
it a low weight if the query is about electronics. For example Na et al. [74] used
an opinion lexicon refinement via pseudo relevance feedback in order to build a
query-related opinion lexicon.

Another approach is to use the documents’ structure. In this approach the
distance of an opinion term to the query term is used as a measure of their
relatedness. Accordingly, we assume that an opinion term refers with higher
probability to the terms closer to its position. On the other hand, opinion terms
can refer not only to the entities they proceed or follow, but also to the entities
which may be a couple of words, or even sentences, before or after. Bi-gram or
tri-gram models have limitations in capturing such dependencies between opin-
ion and topic terms. In order to model this dependency, we propose considering
proximity-based density kernels.

5.3 Estimating the Opinion Density at a Specific Po-
sition of a Document

To model the dependency between opinion terms and query terms, we propose
considering proximity-based density kernels, centered at each opinion term,
which favor positions closer to the opinion term’s position. As a kernel we can
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Figure 5.1. Example of opinion density at different word positions of a doc-
ument. The first word is at position 1, second word is at position 2 and so
on.

use any non-increasing function of the distance between the position of an opin-
ion term and any other position in a document [55]. We weight this kernel by
the probability of opinionatedness of the term. Therefore, the opinion density
at each position in the document is the accumulated opinion density from dif-
ferent opinion terms at that position. We define this accumulated probability to
be the probability of opinion expressed in the document about the term at that
position. Figure 5.1 shows the opinion density at different positions in a sample
document.

In order to present our model more formally, we first introduce some nota-
tion. We denote a document with the vector D = (t1, ..., t i, ..., t j, ..., t|D|) where
the subscripts i and j indicate positions in the document and t i indicates the
term occurring at the position i. To find the opinion probability at i, we calcu-
late the accumulated opinion probability from all positions of the document at
that position. So, for every position j in a document we consider the opinion
weight of the term at that position which we denote by P(O|t j), and we weight
it by the probability that a term at that position j is about a term at position i.
We represent this probability by P( j|i, D) and calculate it as follows:

P( j|i, D) =
k( j, i)

∑|D|
j′=1 k( j′, i)

(5.3)

here k(i, j), is the kernel function which determines the weight of propagated
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Figure 5.2. Proximity kernel functions with the same variance.

opinion from a term at position j to position i. Thus the probability of opinion
at position i in the document can be estimated as:

P(O|i, D) =
|D|
∑

j=1

P(O|t j)P( j|i, D) (5.4)

In the rest of this section we present the different kernels used in our experi-
ments. We investigate the five different density functions used in [55], namely
the Gaussian, Triangular, Cosine, Circle and Rectangular kernel. We also present
the Laplace kernel as an additional kernel in our experiments. Figure 5.2 shows
the different kernels all with the same variance.

In the following formulas, we present normalized kernel functions with their
corresponding variances (denoted σ2).

1. Gaussian Kernel

k(i, j) =
1

p
2πσ

exp

�

−(i− j)2

2σ2

�

(5.5)

2. Laplace Kernel

k(i, j) =
1

2b
exp





−
�

�i− j
�

�

b



where σ2 = 2b2 (5.6)
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3. Triangular Kernel

k(i, j) =







1
a

�

1− |i− j|
a

�

if
�

�i− j
�

�≤ a

0 otherwise

where σ2 =
a2

6

(5.7)

4. Cosine Kernel

k(i, j) =







1
2s

�

1+ cos
�

|i− j|.π
s

��

if
�

�i− j
�

�≤ s

0 otherwise

where σ2 = s2

�

1

3
−

2

π2

�

(5.8)

5. Circle Kernel

k(i, j) =

¨

2
πr2

p

r2− (i− j)2 if
�

�i− j
�

�≤ r
0 otherwise

where σ2 =
r2

4

(5.9)

6. Rectangular Kernel

k(i, j) =

¨

1
2a

if
�

�i− j
�

�≤ a
0 otherwise

where σ2 =
a2

3

(5.10)

As one baseline, we compare proximity kernels to the uniform kernel which
gives the same importance to all positions in the document and simulates the
non proximity-based opinion retrieval presented in section 3.1. Our aim is to
investigate whether it is better to use kernels which favor opinion occurrence in
close proximity of query term or not.

5.4 Estimating Documents’ Relevant Opinion Score

Now that we can compute the probability of opinion about a term at each posi-
tion of the document, we need to calculate an overall probability that the docu-
ment is expressing an opinion about the query, P(O|D,Q).We estimate this prob-
ability with respect to the position information of the document as follows:
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P(O|D,Q) =
|D|
∑

i=1

P(i, O|D,Q)

=
|D|
∑

i=1

P(i|D,Q)P(O|i, D,Q) (5.11)

We assume that O and Q are conditionally independent given the position in
the document, O⊥Q|(i, D). Thus P(O|i, D,Q) reduces to P(O|i, D) which can
be estimated using methods proposed in the section 5.3. The conditional in-
dependence between O and Q comes from the assumption we made in this
thesis that information about position of query and opinion terms and there-
fore their proximity is enough to estimate the probability that the opinion is
targeted at the query. Note that a more complex system can take advantage
of extra information such as query-specific opinion lexicons. A query-specific
opinion lexicon assigns different weight to an opinion term depending on the
query, that is P(O|t,Q). For example the term “delicious” has more opinion
weight if the query is “pasta” compared to the case when the query is “mac-
book pro” (i.e. P(O|del icious, pasta) > P(O|del icious, macbook pro)). In such
system, we do not consider the conditional independence of O and Q. We can
estimate P(O|i, D,Q) using the method proposed in Section 5.3, by substituting
P(O|i, D) with P(O|i, D,Q) and substituting P(O|t j) with P(O|t j,Q) in Equation
(5.4). This way, we take advantage of both proximity information and topic-
specific lexicon.

Plugging Equations (5.11) and (5.4) into Equation (5.1), we have the fol-
lowing model for ranking documents:

P(D|O,Q) ∝ P(D)P(Q|D)
|D|
∑

i=1

P(i|D,Q)P(O|i, D) (5.12)

∝ P(D)P(Q|D)
|D|
∑

i=1

P(i|D,Q)
|D|
∑

j=1

P(O|t j)P( j|i, D) (5.13)

In the remainder of this section we suggest different methods for estimating
P(i|D,Q), the probability of position i given the query Q and the document D.
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5.4.1 Average

One strategy is to estimate P(i|D,Q) based on the occurrence of the query terms
as follows:

P(i|D,Q) =

¨ 1

|pos(Q,D)| if t i ∈Q

0 otherwise
(5.14)

where pos(Q, D) is the set of all query term positions in document D, (where
t j ∈Q).

Equation (5.14) assigns equal weight to all query term positions. Therefore,
it does not differentiate different query terms and even an occurrence of a single
term from a multi-term1 query is considered an indicator of the query and so a
relevant position.

Using Equation (5.14), we have the following formula for estimating P(O|D,Q):

P(O|D,Q) =
|D|
∑

i=1

P(i|D,Q)P(O|i, D) = 1

|pos(Q,D)|
∑

i∈pos(Q,D) P(O|i, D) (5.15)

Intuitively, Equation (5.15) states that, an opinion score of a document should
be based on the average of the opinion expressed toward any query term occur-
rences. However, this assumption may be too restrictive. Consider a document
which first contain some objective sentences describing the topic and then dis-
cusses its opinion about it. Although the document contains some very subjective
sentences about the query, the Average opinion scoring method, may assign low
score to this document due to the objective sentences about the query. This can
be more problematic when the objective sentences contain only a subset of the
query terms, while the document contains some very subjective sentences which
contain all of the query terms (or vice versa).

5.4.2 Relevance Weighted Average (RWA)

One possible solution to the problem mentioned for the Average variation is to
weight the query term occurrences according to their “relevance” to the query
Q using the positional language model [55]. By doing this, we give more im-
portance to those query term positions that are close to other query term occur-
rences and so are more likely to be relevant to the query topic. Therefore, we
estimate P(i|D,Q) as follows:

1A multi-term query is a query that contains more than one term.
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P(i|D,Q) =

(

P(Q|D,i)
∑

i∈pos(Q,D) P(Q|D,i)
if t i ∈Q

0 otherwise
(5.16)

P(O|D,Q) =
|D|
∑

i=1

P(i|D,Q)P(O|D, i) (5.17)

=
∑

i∈pos(Q,D)

P(Q|D, i)
∑

i∈pos(Q,D) P(Q|D, i)
P(O|D, i) (5.18)

In this method, we take the weighted average of opinion density at query
term positions such that the more relevant query position is given more weight.
This method can be useful in cases where a subset of query terms may be used
to refer to a different topic/entity from that of the “whole query”. For example,
consider the query “March of the Penguins”. Intuitively, we would like to count
more the opinion density at positions close to all of the query terms (i.e. positions
that are likely to be referring to the movie as a whole) as opposed to positions
close to the occurrence of a single query term like Penguin, (which might be a
reference to a character from the movie). This method has the danger, however,
of underestimating the opinion expressed in a document in cases where a sub-
set of query terms can indeed be used as a reference to the whole query. For
example, in case of queries referring to person entities, such as “Steve Jobs", the
first name of the person, Steve, may be used in the later parts of a document
to refer to the entity after the first mention of the entire name. In this case,
any occurrence of Steve is in fact a reference to the whole query, but the model
can not recognize this and thus weights less the opinion expressed at these later
positions compared to the first occurrence which contains the whole query.

This model is able to differentiate different query positions inside a document
with respect to their relevance to the query. However, it can not differentiate
between a document which contains all query terms compared to the one that
just has one of the query terms. This is assumed to be handled in the relevance
scoring component of the model.

Also, due to the averaging nature, this method can have the same problem
of the first method in assigning lower opinion scores to documents that contain
also objective sentences about the query.
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5.4.3 Maximum

Since the Average-based methods proposed previously may be too restrictive, we
propose another variation called Max. This model is based on the intuition that
a relevant document is considered subjective toward a query if it has at least
one subjective passage about the query. Therefore, we find the opinion density
at every query term positions and then assign the maximum opinion density as
the opinion score of the document. Formally, we assume that only the query
term position where P(O|D, i) is maximum is important. Thus:

P(i|D,Q) =

¨

1 if i = arg maxi′∈pos(Q,D) P(O|D, i′)
0 otherwise

(5.19)

Thus, the opinion density at the maximum subjective query position, is con-
sidered as the opinion score of the document:

P(O|D,Q) =
|D|
∑

i=1

P(i|D,Q)P(O|D, i) = max i∈pos(Q,D)P(O|D, i) (5.20)

Like other previously mentioned variations, the Max variation can not differ-
entiate between a document that has all query terms compared to a document
with just some of the query terms.

5.4.4 Ordered Weighted Averaging (OWA)

The drawback of the Max method is that it relies only on the highest opinion
evidence of every document and misses other available evidence that might
be useful. As a more general aggregation method which takes into account
more opinion evidence, we use the ordered weighted averaging (OWA) opera-
tor, which was introduced by Yager [110]. OWA provides a parametrized class
of mean type aggregation operators, that can generate the OR operator (Max),
the AN D operator (Min) and any other aggregation operator between them like
the Mean. An OWA operator of dimension K is a mapping F : RK → R with
associated weight vector W ,

W = [w1, w2, ..., wK]

such that
K
∑

i=1

wi = 1, 0≤ wi ≤ 1,
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and where

F(a1, ..., aK) =
K
∑

i=1

wiaind(i) (5.21)

here aind(i) is the ith largest element for whatever measure we are using in
the collection a1, ..., aK . OWA operators have different behaviours based on the
weighting vector associated with them. Yager introduced two measure for char-
acterizing OWA operators [110]. The first one is called orness which charac-
terizes the degree to which the operator behaves like an OR operator (Max).
The second measure is dispersion which measures the degree to which the OWA
operator takes into account all available information in the aggregation. To de-
termine the weighting vector, we used the method proposed by O’Hagan [77],
who defined a constrained non-linear optimization problem, where orness is
constrained to be a predefined value and dispersion is the objective function to
be maximized. Based on the setting of the weight vector, different aggregation
methods are possible. For example when combining five values, the weight vec-
tors [1,0, 0,0, 0], [0,0, 0,0, 1] and [1/5,1/5, 1/5,1/5, 1/5] produce the maxi-
mum, minimum and average of the values respectively (the corresponding orness
values are 1, 0 and 0.5). In our opinion retrieval system, we consider the K query
positions with highest opinion density as the operands of the OWA operator. The
value of K and the degree of orness are the parameters of the model.

5.4.5 Average of Maximums

This variation uses the Max method to estimate the opinion score of a docu-
ment with respect to each query term separately and then assigns the average
of the opinion scores over the distinct query terms as the opinion score for the
document with respect to the whole query:

P(i|D,Q) =

¨

1
|Q|

if t i ∈Q and i = arg maxi′∈pos(t i ,D) P(O|D, i′)
0 otherwise

(5.22)

P(O|D,Q) =
|D|
∑

i=1

P(i|D,Q)P(O|D, i) =
1

|Q|

∑

q∈Q

max i∈pos(q,D)P(O|D, i) (5.23)

A document that does not contain some of the query terms will have zero
opinion density over the absent query terms and eventually a lower opinion
score will be assigned to that document.
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5.4.6 Smoothed Proximity Model

The proximity-based estimate can be further refined by smoothing it with the
non-proximity-based estimation as follows:

pλ(O|D,Q) = (1−λ)P(O|D,Q) +λP(O|D) (5.24)

Smoothing the proximity model with the non-proximity score lets us capture
the proximity at different ranges. This can be useful because there are some doc-
uments in which the exact query term occurs rarely. In such documents opinion
expressions refer to the query indirectly through anaphoric expressions such as
he, she, it, the film, etc. Since we don’t do any query expansion or reference reso-
lution in our model, we investigate whether smoothing the proximity scores with
the non-proximity scores helps us capture further related opinion expressions in
the document.

5.5 Opinion Lexicon

As is the case for all lexicon-based opinion retrieval models, the choice of opinion
lexicon can have a significant effect on the performance of the opinion retrieval
system. In fact, if the opinion lexicon is not complete or does not assign proper
opinion weights to terms, the model is not able to distinguish the opinionated
parts of a document correctly.

In our experiments we used the opinion lexicon that was proposed by Lee et
al. [52], called the KLE lexicon in this thesis. The KLE lexicon was built using
both sentiWordNet [21] and an automatically learned model from the Ama-
zon.com product review corpus. The opinion lexicon only contains terms from
the review corpus that are also present in sentiWordNet (i.e. the intersection of
Amazon and sentiWordNet word sets). The lexicon gives us the probability of
opinionatedness of each term, P(O|t), which can be used in our model.

We also considered using SentiWordNet. It assigns a positive, negative and
objective scores, all between zero and one and sum to one, to every WORDNET
synset s of a terms with a specific Part of Speech (POS) tag. The sum of the
positive and negative scores can be used as the opinion score for a term with a
specific sense s and POS tag a.

opinion-score(t, s, a) = positive-score(t, s, a) + negative-score(t, s, a) (5.25)

Since we did not do any POS tagging or word sense disambiguation, we tried
different methods for estimating an opinion score for a term without considering
its POS tag or synset as follows:
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We used the maximum opinion score of a term-sense pair across its different
POS tags, as its opinion score.

P(O|t, s) =max
a

opinion-score(t, s, a) (5.26)

We then tried various ways of estimating the probability of opinionatedness
of a term based on its opinion score across different synsets. One method was
to consider the maximum value across the different senses (denoted s yn(t)) of
a term:

pmax(O|t) = max
s∈s yn(t)

P(O|s, t) (5.27)

The intuition behind this method is that in the absence of information about
the sense of a term in a context, we assume the term belongs to the most opin-
ionated synset. Subscript max of pmax(O|t) in Equation (5.27) indicates the
usage of maximum opinion score of a term across its senses.

Since a term is not always used with its most opinionated sense in a docu-
ment, the max method may lead to overestimating the opinion score of the term
in a document. As an alternative, we considered a weighted average of the opin-
ion score of a term across its different senses, where we give more weight to the
most probable synset than the second and so on. In the formula below we use si

to denote the i th synset for a term:

pwa(O|t) =
|s yn(t)|
∑

i=1

P(si, O|t) =
|s yn(t)|
∑

i=1

P(si|t)P(O|si, t) (5.28)

where pwa(O|t) denotes the probability of opinionatedness of term t, estimated
using weighted averaging method.

We rely on the synset number to estimate the probability that the sense of
the term t in a context is si (i.e. P(si|t)):

P(si|t) =
1
i

∑|s yn(t)|
j=1

1
j

(5.29)

We also experimented with a faster (quadratic) decrease in the weight of less
probable synsets as follows:

P(si|t) =
1
i2

∑|s yn(t)|
j=1

1
j2

(5.30)
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Equations (5.29) and (5.30) assign more probability to the most common
synset of a term than the second most common and so on.

Finally we considered a thresholding mechanism and assigned P(O|t) = 1 if
the positive or negative score of t was higher than 0.6 in at least one sense. This
method, used by Zhang and Ye [117], ignores the actual difference between the
opinion weights of terms, except during the initial filtering process.

Table 5.1 reports the performance of the non-proximity opinion model us-
ing different lexicons. As we can see, the KLE lexicon is the best compared to
SentiWordNet with different ways of estimating P(O|w).

Lexicon Description Size MAP
None - 0.3403
KLE 8449 0.3606
SWmax Eq.(5.27) 144308 0.3502
SWwa Eq.(5.28),(5.29) 39066 0.3509
SWwa2 Eq. (5.28),(5.30) 39066 0.3499
SWthreshold P(O|w) = 1 if pos or neg score > 0.6 in at least one sense 7570 0.3476

Table 5.1. Opinion finding MAP of the non-proximity opinion retrieval model
using different opinion lexicons.

5.6 Experimental Results

In this section we explain the experiments that we conducted in order to evaluate
the usefulness of different settings for the proposed method.

We start our experiments by investigating different methods for normalizing
the relevance scores before combining them with the opinion scores in Section
5.6.1. Next, in Section 5.6.2 we analyze the effect of different proximity kernels
on the opinion retrieval performance. We discuss the effect of the parameters
of different aggregation models in Section 5.6.3. We evaluate our model on the
Blog06 collection and the TREC 2008 query set. We compare our model to the
relevance based retrieval and non-proximity opinion retrieval in Section 5.6.4 to
see if the proximity information is effective in capturing the relevance of opinion
terms to the query. Finally we compare the aggregation models in more details
in Section 5.7.
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5.6.1 Normalizing Relevance Scores

According to the Equation (5.1), the final ranking of documents should be based
on the product of the relevance and opinion scores. The relevance scoring in
Equation (5.1) is the query likelihood model. However, we do not want to be
limited to the query likelihood model as the relevance scoring method. Our aim
is to make our model general such that it can be applied on top of every rele-
vance retrieval baseline and improve its performance in terms of opinion find-
ing. In order to use relevance scores produced by different methods, we should
first normalize the relevance scores to make them comparable with the opinion
scores produced by the opinion scoring component of our model. Here we con-
sider different models of normalizing the relevance scores. We then discuss the
effectiveness of different normalization methods in Section 5.6.1 and choose the
one that performs the best for each relevance retrieval method. Depending on
the score distribution and the characteristics of the relevance retrieval method,
the best normalization method for that can be different.

Table 5.2 shows the opinion retrieval performance of our proposed system,
using different probability estimation methods on TREC baseline 4 (the best per-
forming of the TREC baselines). We report the results for exponentially increas-
ing values of sigma. In this table LRS, LRLS, LRMinMax and LRZ-score, LRR
and LRLR denote logistic regression using the score, log of the score, MinMax
and Z-score normalized scores, using the rank of documents instead of the score
and the log of the rank as the explanatory variable respectively. As can be seen
form Table 5.2, MinMax, Z-score and LRLR have the highest MAP over all sigma
values on TREC baseline 4 and the improvement over the score is statistically
significant, but there is no statistically significant difference between these three
methods. We chose Z-score for TREC baseline 4 as it had the highest MAP over
the training topics. For the other baselines, we found that LRLR performed best
on Baseline1, 3 and 5, and Z-score on Baseline 2.

5.6.2 Parameter selection for the proximity-based opinion den-
sity estimation

In section 5.3 we proposed a proximity-based opinion propagation method in
which a proximity kernel is considered around each opinion term occurrence
position in the document. The opinion density at a query term position is then
calculated by estimating the accumulated opinion density from different opin-
ion terms at that position. In this way, a query term which occurs at a position
close to many opinionated terms will receive high opinion density. The proposed
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σ 8 16 32 64 128
Score 0.3262 0.3355 0.3364 0.3323 0.3304
MinMax 0.3641↑ 0.3701↑ 0.3708↑ 0.3685↑ 0.3662↑
Z-score 0.3713↑ 0.3732↑ 0.3740↑ 0.3720↑ 0.3709↑
LRS 0.3205↓ 0.33↓ 0.3307↓ 0.3272↓ 0.3254↓
LRLS 0.3216↓ 0.3289↓ 0.3285↓ 0.3248↓ 0.3228↓
LRMinMax 0.331↑ 0.3402↑ 0.3421↑ 0.3395↑ 0.3371↑
LRZ-score 0.2966↓ 0.3048↓ 0.3055↓ 0.3012↓ 0.2969↓
LRR 0.3324 0.33 0.3291 0.3297 0.3302
LRLR 0.3613↑ 0.3672↑ 0.3688↑ 0.3682↑ 0.3673↑

Table 5.2. MAP over TREC baseline4 using a Laplace kernel with different
sigma values. Rows show MAP using different relevant probability estimation
methods. An uparrow (↑) and a downarrow(↓) indicate statistically significant
increase and decrease over using the score directly.

relevant opinion density estimation model has two parameters: the type of ker-
nel function and its bandwidth parameter σ which adjusts the scope of opinion
propagation (referencing) over the document. In this section we investigate the
difference between different kernel types and the effect of the σ parameter on
the training queries. The findings of this section will help us in choosing the
best parameters to test the effectiveness of our models on test queries in section
5.6.4.

Table 5.3 reports the performance of the Max model using different kernels
on training topics with the best parameter for each kernel. Results show that
all proximity kernels improve significantly over the uniform kernel (i.e. non-
proximity baseline). However, when using the best parameters for each kernel,
there is no statistically significant difference between them.

Figure 5.3 reports the sensitivity (in terms of MAP) of different kernels to
different values of the σ parameters ranging from 2 to 128. Although there was
no statistically significant difference between kernels using the optimal σ value,
the Laplace kernel has the most effective and is more robust in terms of MAP
over a wide parameter range.

The smoothed probability model explained in section 5.4.6 introduces an-
other parameter λ which controls the effect of the non-proximity model. In
order to find the best parameters, we tested different λ values for each σ value
in the range of [2 , 128]. Table 5.4 reports the performance of different kernels
using the best σ and λ parameter pairs for each kernel. It shows that, smoothing
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kernel σ MAP R-prec bPref P@10
Uniform ∞ 0.3606 0.4011 0.4231 0.6190
Laplace 22 0.3744∗ 0.4113 0.4305 0.6200
Gaussian 26 0.3730∗ 0.4099 0.4305∗ 0.6160
Cosine 24 0.3729∗ 0.4095 0.4305 0.6170
Triangle 24 0.3728∗ 0.4086 0.4302 0.6180
Square 28 0.3728∗ 0.4100 0.4300 0.6130
Circle 16 0.3723∗ 0.4080 0.4298 0.6120

Table 5.3. The performance of the Max proximity-based opinion retrieval model
for the best σ for each kernel over the baseline4. Symbol ∗ indicates statistically
significant improvement over uniform kernel.

the proximity scores with the non-proximity opinion scores improves the perfor-
mance. It also shows that there is no statistically significant difference between
kernels when the proximity score is interpolated with the general opinion score
of the document.

kernel λ σ MAP R-prec bPref P@10
Laplace 0.4 12 0.3775 0.4166 0.4325 0.6400
Gaussian 0.6 4 0.3772 0.4147 0.4317 0.6360
Triangle 0.5 4 0.3764 0.4121 0.4317 0.6420
Cosine 0.6 4 0.3762 0.4142 0.4318 0.6390
Circle 0.7 4 0.3764 0.4167 0.4333 0.6360
Square 0.4 18 0.3757 0.4092 0.4326 0.6230

Table 5.4. Performance of the Max smoothed model for the best σ and λ for
each kernel.

Here we have shown that the Laplace kernel had the highest and most sta-
ble performance for the Max method. Although the results are reported for
Max method, we believe they generalize across all proposed aggregation mod-
els. Therefore, we use Laplace kernel throughout the rest of the experiments for
all aggregation models.

5.6.3 Parameter selection for the aggregation models

The Max, Ave and AveMax aggregation models do not introduce any extra pa-
rameters. The RWA model needs another parameter which is the bandwidth
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Figure 5.3. Parameter sweep for different kernel functions used in Max method
over the baseline4.

parameter for the propagation of query terms used in the Positional Language
Model, σplm. We found the model not to be very sensitive to this parameter and
fixed it to the value 5.

The OWA aggregation model for estimating the opinion score of a document
has two extra parameters: the number of highly opinionated query points that
should be taken into account, K, and the degree of orness. We tried K values
in the range [2 , 30] and also orness values between 0 and 1 with step of size
0.1 over the training set of topics. To report the result for the test set of queries,
we choose the pair of parameters that optimize MAP over the training queries.
To better understand the behavior of the model and compare the importance of
parameter tuning for K and orness we carry out the following analysis. We first
select the best value of orness and plot the MAP value over different values of
K in Figure 5.4. Then in Figure 5.5 we choose the best value of K and plot MAP
obtained by different values of the parameter orness.

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show that MAP changes from 0.2757 to 0.3737 when
changing orness from 0 to 1 while MAP changes from 0.3737 to 0.3814 by
changing the K parameter from 1 to 30.

Results also show that using more than one query position is always effective
and can improve the performance over the Max model if we choose a good value
for the orness parameter. This result is reasonable based on the role of orness
in the OWA aggregation operator. We know that OWA with orness = 1 simulates
the Max operator and so, no matter what the value of parameter K , only the
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most opinionated query position is taken into account. However, when we use
more query positions (i.e high value of K), low value of orness can simulate the
Ave model and so it performs worst than using the highest opinionated query
position. Therefore, we expect to see better or at least comparable performance
to the Max method by having orness close to 1. In fact the best value of orness
has been shown to be 0.7, in our setting.

From these experiments we conclude that setting the orness parameter to
a proper value is more important than finding the best value for parameter K .
In fact, even if the value of K is set to a larger value than its optimum value,
the orness parameter can control the amount of weight that is given to the low
opinionated positions.
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5.6.4 Results on 2008 Topics

Table 5.5 presents the results of evaluating our approaches on the TREC 2008
query topics in terms of opinion retrieval performance. The results are catego-
rized in five groups, each related to one of the standard TREC baselines. For
each group, we report the opinion retrieval performance in two categories:

1. Baselines and upperbounds:

(a) baselinei: raw relevance retrieval ranking without any added opinion
finding feature; where i is from 1 to 5 according to the naming by
TREC.

(b) upper bound: reranking the initial relevance ranking based on rele-
vance judgement such that all relevant posts appear at the top of the
rank list. Since we rerank the top 1000 relevant posts, it is useful to
see what is the upper bound of every measure since we may not have
had enough relevant posts retrieved in the top 1000 to achieve the
highest performance possible.

(c) no-prox: an opinion retrieval model which does not use proximity
information over the corresponding relevance retrieval baseline. We
use this as a stronger baseline than the relevance ranking since it is
using opinion terms in scoring documents.

2. The proximity-based opinion retrieval model with different aggregation
methods Max, Ave, RWA, OWA and AveMax.

Note that for every method, we select the parameters that optimize MAP on
the training set of queries (i.e. TREC 2006 and TREC 2007 topic sets). We report
the corresponding MAP as well as R-precision, bPref and P@10 on test topics in
Table 5.5. The results for measures other than MAP are reported for comparison
and are not necessarily optimized.

We first compare the performance of opinion retrieval models with the ini-
tial relevance-based ranking in terms of opinion retrieval. We can see that the
proximity-based model is able to improve the initial relevance-based ranking of
all baselines using any of the proposed aggregation methods. The improvement
is statistically significant for almost all aggregation methods across all baselines
except for baseline 5 where we see statistically significant improvement only in
the case of the AveMax model. Comparing the performance of the non-proximity
based opinion retrieval with the relevance ranking performance shows that the
non-proximity model is able to improve the initial relevance ranking in 4 out
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MAP R-prec bPref P@10
baseline1 0.3239 0.3682 0.3514 0.5800
upperbound 0.7578 0.7578 0.7578 0.9860
noprox 0.3751∗ 0.4154 0.4082∗ 0.6720∗
Max 0.3961∗ 0.4313∗ 0.4286∗ 0.6840∗
Ave 0.3952∗† 0.4347∗† 0.4329∗† 0.6980∗
RWA 0.3917∗ 0.4289∗ 0.4296∗ 0.7000∗
OWA 0.4020∗† 0.4389∗ 0.4253∗ 0.6940∗
AveMax 0.4062∗† 0.4425∗† 0.4372∗† 0.7140∗
baseline2 0.2639 0.3145 0.2902 0.5500
upperbound 0.7199 0.7199 0.7199 1.0000
noprox 0.2791 0.3299 0.3066 0.5740
Max 0.2849∗ 0.3379 0.3141∗ 0.5780
Ave 0.2972∗† 0.3484∗† 0.3293∗† 0.6020
RWA 0.2887∗† 0.3432∗ 0.3186∗† 0.6060∗†
OWA 0.2872∗† 0.3366† 0.3149∗† 0.5980
AveMax 0.2955∗† 0.3532∗† 0.3248∗† 0.6080∗
baseline3 0.3564 0.3887 0.3677 0.5540
upperbound 0.8395 0.8395 0.8395 1.0000
noprox 0.3819 0.4188 0.4075∗ 0.6400∗
Max 0.3976∗ 0.4347∗ 0.4209∗ 0.6460∗
Ave 0.4075∗† 0.4436∗† 0.4395∗† 0.6400
RWA 0.4040∗† 0.4404∗† 0.4348∗† 0.6360
OWA 0.3984 0.4380 0.4217∗ 0.6560∗
AveMax 0.4218∗† 0.4589∗† 0.4445∗† 0.6660∗
baseline4 0.3822 0.4284 0.4112 0.6160
upperbound 0.8405 0.8405 0.8405 0.9960
noprox 0.4129∗ 0.4460 0.4368∗ 0.6880∗
Max 0.4267∗ 0.4545∗ 0.4472∗ 0.7080∗
Ave 0.4217∗ 0.4634∗† 0.4509∗† 0.6980∗
RWA 0.4191∗ 0.4548∗ 0.4465∗ 0.6840∗
OWA 0.4297∗ 0.4619∗† 0.447∗ 0.7060∗†
AveMax 0.4376∗† 0.4695∗† 0.4601∗† 0.7100∗
baseline5 0.2988 0.3524 0.3395 0.5300
upperbound 0.7234 0.7234 0.7234 1.0000
noprox 0.2918 0.3455 0.3497 0.5980
Max 0.3170† 0.3688† 0.3648† 0.6020
Ave 0.3091† 0.3620† 0.3642† 0.5900
RWA 0.3078† 0.3569 0.3628† 0.5880
OWA 0.3289† 0.3835† 0.3753† 0.6240∗
AveMax 0.3566∗† 0.4117∗† 0.3978∗† 0.6540∗†

Table 5.5. Opinion finding MAP results over five standard TREC baselines using
different proximity methods for TREC 2008 topics. A star(∗) and dagger(†) indi-
cate statistically significant improvement over the relevance and non-proximity
opinion retrieval respectively.
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of 5 baselines in terms of MAP and the improvement is statistically significant
for just two baselines: baseline1 and baseline4. This indicates that improving
the initial relevance-based ranking is not always easy and requires a more so-
phisticated method than counting all opinion expressions in a document. As a
stronger baseline, we consider the non-proximity opinion retrieval model and
compare its performance to the performance of our models. We see that all our
proximity-based models improve over the non-proximity opinion retrieval model
across all baselines. The improvement is statistically significant in most cases for
baselines 1, 2, 3 and 5. The exception is baseline4 where the only method that
results in statistically significant improvement over the non-proximity model is
the AveMax method.

By comparing the performance of different aggregation methods in our prox-
imity based model we realized that the AveMax method is the most effective
method across all the baselines and is able to improve significantly both rel-
evance and non-proximity opinion retrieval rankings for all baselines and for
almost all performance measures.

Next we investigate the effect of smoothing our proposed proximity-based
models with the non proximity-based opinion retrieval score. The results are
reported in Table 5.6. Results indicate that smoothing can help to improve the
performance in most cases, especially in the case of re-ranking baseline1. How-
ever the improvement is marginal and not statistically significant.

Relevance Ranking Opinion reranking Max Ave RWA OWA AveMax

Baseline1
proximity model 0.3961 0.3952 0.3917 0.4020 0.4062
smoothed proximity 0.4016 0.3959 0.3923 0.4050 0.4117

Baseline2
proximity model 0.2849 0.2972 0.2887 0.2872 0.2955
smoothed proximity 0.2849 0.2972 0.2887 0.2872 0.2955

Baseline3
proximity model 0.3976 0.4075 0.4040 0.3984 0.4218
smoothed proximity 0.4039 0.4075 0.4040 0.4020 0.4244

Baseline4
proximity model 0.4267 0.4217 0.4191 0.4297 0.4376
smoothed proximity 0.4292 0.4217 0.4190 0.4275 0.4364

Baseline5
proximity model 0.3170 0.3091 0.3078 0.3289 0.3566
smoothed proximity 0.3215 0.3091 0.3078 0.3306 0.3565

Table 5.6. Comparing the MAP value of the ranking obtained by smoothed and
non-smoothed proximity models on TREC 2008 topics.

A summary of the results reported in Tables 5.5 and 5.6 is as follows: the pro-
posed proximity-based opinion retrieval models are consistently effective across
all five standard TREC baselines and can improve not only the purely rele-
vance retrieval baselines but also the non-proximity opinion retrieval system.
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The most effective aggregation method for the proximity-based opinion retrieval
was found to be the AveMax method. However, we did not notice statistically
significant difference between the aggregation methods. Smoothing with the
non-proximity model was shown to be helpful but the improvements were not
significant.

Finally we compare our proposed models with the best runs at TREC 2008
blog track and report the comparison result in Table 5.7 and Table 5.8. Ta-
ble 5.7 shows the performance of our proposed methods on the standard TREC
baseline4, comparing to the best TREC run, named B4PsgOpinAZN, and a later
proposed method in [106], named KLD+dist-FD-FV-subj-b4, on the same base-
line. Interestingly, all our proximity-based models outperform B4PsgOpinAZN
and KLD+dist-FD-FV-subj-b4. B4PsgOpinAZN is based on a query specific lex-
icon which is built via feedback-style learning. KLD+dist-FD-FV-subj-b4 uses
Wikipedia for finding different facets of the query and query expansion. It then
uses Kullback-Leibler divergence to weight subjective units occurring near query
terms. The distance of the query term to the subjective units is also considered
in this model.

Run Map ∆ MAP
AveMax 0.4376 14.49%
OWA 0.4322 13.08%
Max 0.4267 11.64%
Ave 0.4217 10.33%
RWA 0.4191 9.65%
KLD+dist-FD-FV-subj-b4 0.4229 10.65%
B4PsgOpinAZN 0.4189 9.60%

Table 5.7. Opinion finding results for best runs on standard baseline 4, ranked
by Mean ∆MAP using the TREC 2008 (test) topics.

Table 5.8 reports the mean MAP and the mean relative improvement over the
five standard baselines (∆MAP). We observe that the proposed methods have
the highest mean of MAP and mean of ∆MAP across the five standard baselines.
This indicates that the proposed methods are effective and stable across different
relevance retrieval baselines.
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Run Map ∆ MAP
Mean stdev Mean stdev

AveMax 0.3848 0.06 18.35% 4.98%
OWA 0.3707 0.06 13.90% 5.87%
Ave 0.3661 0.06 12.55% 6.72%
Max 0.3657 0.06 12.34% 5.94%
RWA 0.3622 0.06 11.27% 6.55%
uicop1bl1r 0.3614 0.04 11.76% 6.93%
B1PsgOpinAZN 0.3565 0.05 9.67% 0.77%

Table 5.8. Opinion finding results for best runs using all five standard baselines,
ranked by Mean ∆MAP using the TREC 2008 (test) topics.

5.7 Analysis and Discussion

In the previous section we reported the average performance of our proposed
proximity-based models on 50 query topics. Results showed that all the proxim-
ity methods were effective and could improve both relevance and non-proximity
opinion retrieval models. Also, all our proposed models performed better than
the state of the art models. To better understand the difference between the
different aggregation methods, in Section 5.7.1 we perform a detailed analy-
sis and look into the performance of every topic separately. Our aim is to find
which method is the most effective for improving the performance of the largest
number of query topics. We would also like to see which topics are “helped” or
“hurt” more by each aggregation method. To further understand the differences
between aggregation models, in Section 5.7.2 we analyze the performance of
different methods versus topic length (i.e. the number of terms in the query).
Finally we perform a post-level analysis and look into the posts related to the
topics that are hurt using proximity-based opinion retrieval.

5.7.1 Topic-based Analysis

In this section we perform a per topic analysis and compare the proposed aggre-
gation techniques for estimating a document opinion score.

Figure 5.6 shows the increase or decrease in Average Precision (AP) and Preci-
sion at 10 when comparing different aggregation models in the proximity-based
opinion retrieval model to the baseline4. The plot shows that all proposed aggre-
gation techniques have topics for which the proximity model can improve over
the simple relevance baseline as well as topics for which the proximity-based
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Figure 5.6. Comparing the Proximity-based model with different aggregation
methods AveMax, OWA, Max, Ave and RWA against relevance baseline4 for
TREC 2008 queries. Positive/negative bars indicate improvement/decline over
the baseline in the reported measure.
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Figure 5.7. Comparing the Proximity-based model with different aggregation
methods AveMax, OWA, Max, Ave and RWA against the non-Proximity opin-
ion retrieval model for TREC 2008 queries. Positive/Negative bars indicate im-
provement/decline over the baseline in the reported measure.
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model is not helping and even hurts the performance. However, all aggregation
models have more topics for which they improve performance compared to the
number of topics that are hurt. This shows that in general the proximity model is
helpful and this does not depend on the choice of aggregation model. Compar-
ing different aggregation methods, it seems that the AveMax method is the most
effective, improving more and hurting fewer topics compared to other methods.
The RWA method seems to be the least effective. The number of topics that were
helped or hurt by these methods are reported in Table 5.9.

Method MAP Rprec bPref P10
helped hurt helped hurt helped hurt helped hurt

AveMax 42 8 37 7 45 4 26 8
OWA 40 10 36 12 37 13 24 12
Max 39 11 33 14 37 13 26 10
Ave 39 11 34 7 39 11 22 8
RWA 32 12 31 9 37 12 20 12

Table 5.9. Number of TREC 2008 topics that were helped or hurt by the opinion
retrieval methods compared to relevance baseline4 with respect to different
performance measures.

To better understand the difference of the aggregation methods, we consider
a stronger baseline to be the non-proximity opinion retrieval model. Figure
5.7 shows the increase and decrease in Average Precision and Precision at 10
when comparing different aggregation methods in the proximity based opinion
retrieval to the non-proximity based model. Table 5.10 reports the number of
topics that were helped or hurt by the methods compared to the non-proximity
opinion retrieval.

Method MAP Rprec bPref P10
helped hurt helped hurt helped hurt helped hurt

AveMax 39 11 35 8 38 12 17 11
OWA 36 14 28 14 34 16 15 16
Max 32 18 30 12 30 19 19 13
Ave 30 20 27 10 33 16 10 9
RWA 28 22 21 12 33 17 11 12

Table 5.10. Number of TREC 2008 topics that were helped or hurt by the
opinion retrieval methods compared to the non-proximity based model with
respect to different performance measures.
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From the plot and the table we can see that the number of topics that are
helped by the proximity models is mostly higher than the number of topics that
are hurt by them, over most performance measures. Among the aggregation
methods, AveMax seems to be the most effective followed by OWA and Max.

Tables 5.11, 5.12, 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15 show topics that were helped or hurt
the most using Max, AveMax, OWA, Ave and RWA in the proximity-based opin-
ion retrieval model compared to the non-proximity model respectively. We chose
threshold 0.03 and 0.01 of ∆AP for reporting the helped and hurt topics respec-
tively.

Num Title ∆AP
1003 Jiffy Lube 0.1831
1001 Carmax 0.0925
1002 Wikipedia primary source 0.0771
1023 Yojimbo 0.0768
1037 New York Philharmonic Orchestra 0.0548
1010 Picasa 0.0544
1049 YouTube 0.0410
1039 The Geek Squad 0.0407
1014 tax break for hybrid automobiles 0.0391
1040 TomTom 0.0368
1028 Oregon Death with Dignity Act 0.0330
1027 NAFTA 0.0326
1048 Sopranos 0.0320

(a) helped

Num Title ∆AP
1013 Iceland European Union −0.0895
1031 Sew Fast Sew Easy −0.0843
1045 Women on Numb3rs −0.0406
1021 Sheep and Wool Festival −0.0318
1008 UN Commission on Human Rights −0.0242
1015 Whole Foods wind energy −0.0239
1016 Papa John’s Pizza −0.0236
1032 I Walk the Line −0.0173

(b) hurt

Table 5.11. Topics that are helped or hurt the most in Max compared to the
non-proximity opinion retrieval model.

Looking at the topics that are helped by different methods compared to the
non-proximity model shows that, there is no topic that is helped just by the Max
or RWA methods. Topic 1019, China one child law, is only helped with method
AveMax and it is hurt using any other method. Topic 1016, Papa John’s Pizza,
is only helped with method Ave. Topics 1043, A Million Little Pieces, and 1045,
Women on Numb3rs, are only helped using method OWA. Looking at the topics
that are hurt by different methods compared to non-proximity model shows that
there is no topic hurt only by Max or AveMax. On the other hand, four topics
1014, tax break for hybrid automobiles, 1041, federal shield law, 1036, Project
Runway and 1028, Oregon Death with Dignity Act, are just hurt by RWA method.
Also two topics 1009, Frank Gehry architecture, and 1044, talk show hosts are
just hurt by the Ave method. The OWA method also hurt topic 1012, Ed Norton
which is not hurt using any other method.

Table 5.16 shows topics that are helped or hurt by all aggregation models
compared to the non-proximity based model. Mean∆AP in Table 5.16 indicates
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Num Title ∆AP
1003 Jiffy Lube 0.2209
1001 Carmax 0.0925
1002 Wikipedia primary source 0.0921
1023 Yojimbo 0.0768
1014 tax break for hybrid automobiles 0.0753
1037 New York Philharmonic Orchestra 0.0749
1010 Picasa 0.0544
1041 federal shield law 0.0541
1015 Whole Foods wind energy 0.0466
1030 System of a Down 0.0451
1039 The Geek Squad 0.0429
1049 YouTube 0.0410
1022 Subway Sandwiches 0.0388
1040 TomTom 0.0368
1046 universal health care 0.0340
1027 NAFTA 0.0326
1048 Sopranos 0.0320

(a) helped

Num Title ∆AP
1013 Iceland European Union −0.0931
1045 Women on Numb3rs −0.0475
1011 Chipotle Restaurant −0.0214
1016 Papa John’s Pizza −0.0109
1032 I Walk the Line −0.0102

(b) hurt

Table 5.12. Topics that are helped or hurt the most in AveMax compared to the
non-proximity opinion retrieval model.

the average of∆AP across all aggregation methods for every topic. As we can see
from the table, there are 17 topics that are helped by all proximity-based models
and only 4 topics that none of the proximity-based models could improve. We
will discuss the reason behind failure of all our proximity methods in handling
these 4 queries in Section 5.7.3.

5.7.2 Topic Length-based Analysis

We also compare the performance of different aggregation methods on queries
with different length. Table 5.17 shows the number of queries between 150
TREC queries with a specific length. Figure 5.8 compares different aggregation
models in improving the non-proximity opinion retrieval model based on differ-
ent query lengths.

As we can see in Figure 5.8, most of the aggregation methods improve the
non-proximity opinion retrieval model across all topic lengths. The exception is
the Max method which hurts the performance of long queries (i.e. length 4).
This was expected since the Max method is only using the most opinionated
query position to score the document and does not take into account the opin-
ion density at other query terms positions. Thus, it is not able to differentiate
between a document that just contains one of the query terms and one that has
all query terms. This can be problematic in queries with more than one term.
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Num Title ∆AP
1003 Jiffy Lube 0.2248
1010 Picasa 0.0701
1002 Wikipedia primary source 0.0671
1027 NAFTA 0.0634
1040 TomTom 0.0530
1048 Sopranos 0.0509
1014 tax break for hybrid automobiles 0.0491
1045 Women on Numb3rs 0.0489
1004 Starbucks 0.0466
1023 Yojimbo 0.0462
1049 YouTube 0.0460
1028 Oregon Death with Dignity Act 0.0457
1009 Frank Gehry architecture 0.0453
1022 Subway Sandwiches 0.0435
1039 The Geek Squad 0.0415
1037 New York Philharmonic Orchestra 0.0364
1018 MythBusters 0.0345

(a) helped

Num Title ∆AP
1013 Iceland European Union −0.0960
1021 Sheep and Wool Festival −0.0818
1016 Papa John’s Pizza −0.0391
1031 Sew Fast Sew Easy −0.0348
1034 Ruth Rendell −0.0344
1012 Ed Norton −0.0338
1008 UN Commission on Human Rights −0.0226
1025 Nancy Grace −0.0164

(b) hurt

Table 5.13. Topics that are helped or hurt the most in OWA compared to the
non-proximity opinion retrieval model.

Num Title ∆AP
1003 Jiffy Lube 0.0963
1023 Yojimbo 0.0636
1042 David Irving 0.0347
1002 Wikipedia primary source 0.0337
1014 tax break for hybrid automobiles 0.0301

(a) helped

Num Title ∆AP
1045 Women on Numb3rs −0.0755
1013 Iceland European Union −0.0506

(b) hurt

Table 5.14. Topics that are helped or hurt the most in Ave compared to the
non-proximity opinion retrieval model.

In fact the Max method performs the best over the single-term queries. The
performance improvement of the Max method diminishes as the query length
increases. It even hurts the performance of queries with length 4 compared to
the non-proximity method.

The OWA method is the most effective method in handling single-term queries
compared to other methods. It performs better than Max for all query length
categories. The behaviour of the AveMax is consistent across different query
lengths. It performs better than all methods in handling long queries (i.e. length
> 2). For queries with length 1, the performance of AveMax and Max is exactly
the same and this is expected since there is only one query term and there is
no averaging involved that differentiates the two methods. OWA performs bet-
ter than AveMax for queries of length 2 and the reason is that this category of
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Num Title ∆AP
1003 Jiffy Lube 0.0982
1002 Wikipedia primary source 0.0667
1023 Yojimbo 0.0632
1025 Nancy Grace 0.0479

(a) helped

Num Title ∆AP
1045 Women on Numb3rs −0.0904
1013 Iceland European Union −0.0608
1006 Mark Warner for President −0.0126

(b) hurt

Table 5.15. Topics that are helped or hurt the most in RWA compared to the
non-proximity opinion retrieval model.

Num Title Mean∆AP
1003 Jiffy Lube 0.1647
1002 Wikipedia primary source 0.0673
1023 Yojimbo 0.0653
1010 Picasa 0.0436
1037 New York Philharmonic Orchestra 0.0402
1049 YouTube 0.0344
1048 Sopranos 0.0327
1040 TomTom 0.0319
1027 NAFTA 0.0302
1039 The Geek Squad 0.0298
1042 David Irving 0.0246
1018 MythBusters 0.0193
1035 Mayo Clinic 0.0165
1026 flag burning 0.0162
1024 Zillow 0.0151
1029 Morgan Freeman 0.0098
1047 Trader Joe’s 0.0068

(a) helped

Num Title Mean∆AP
1013 Iceland European Union −0.0780
1032 I Walk the Line −0.0086
1020 intelligent design −0.0049
1038 israeli government −0.0023

(b) hurt

Table 5.16. Topics that are helped or hurt with all aggregation methods com-
pared to the non-proximity opinion retrieval model.

queries are usually entity names such as Steve Jobs or Morgan Freeman. In these
cases, authors usually mention the full names at the beginning and then refer to
the entity using the fist name only. Thus, it is natural that a model that perform
the best over single-term queries performs the best here as well.

5.7.3 Document-based Analysis

As we have seen in Section 5.7.1, there are 4 topics that are hurt by all our
proximity-based models compared to the non-proximity based opinion retrieval
model. To investigate the reason behind this failure we look into the relevant
blog posts for these topics in more detail.

According to Table 5.16, Topic 1013 is the most hurt on average across all ag-
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Length Number of queries
1 49
2 73
3 22
4 6

Table 5.17. Number of queries with specific length.

gregation models compared to the non-proximity model. This topic has just 11
opinionated and relevant posts of which 8 are retrieved by baseline4. Compar-
ing the re-ranking of the non-proximity model and the proximity model, AveMax
showed that all retrieved relevant opinionated posts are ranked at the top of the
rank list (1 to 10 for non-prox model and 1 to 11 for AveMax). The difference be-
tween the two rank lists is the post BLOG06-20060118-042-0012699367 which
is judged as non relevant in TREC assessments whose position changed from 5
in non-proximity rank list to 1 in the AveMax ranking list. This causes the shift
in the position of the top four relevant posts toward down the list. We looked
into the content of this non relevant post and found it to contain all query terms:
Iceland, European, Union. However, the post is mostly discussing the difference
between Europe and European Union and why some people confuse these two
concepts. It starts by the example that “Icelandic Europhiles preach that Iceland
must join Europe as soon as possible".

The other difference between the two rank list was caused by the non rele-
vant post BLOG06-20051207-126-0009326437 whose position changed from 11
in no-prox ranking to 7 in the AveMax ranking. This again caused the shift in the
position of all the relevant posts downward in the AveMax rank list. Looking into
the content of this post we noticed that the post is not about the topic. However,
in one of the post’s comments all query terms and a lot of opinion terms occur.
The comment is depicted in Table 5.18. As we can see, the only way to improve
the model to ignore this comment would be to interpret the semantics of the
sentences.

The next topic which was hurt the most by proximity-based models is Topic
1032. We looked into the relevant posts of this topic whose positions shifted
more dramatically downward in the list. One such post is depicted in Table
5.19. The references to the query are highlighted in red and the opinion terms
are underlined. As we can see, the query terms which reflect the name of a
movie are mentioned twice at the beginning of the post and later all references
to the query use other terms such as movie, film and it. Thus, while the whole
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Figure 5.8. Comparing the proximity-based opinion scoring model with differ-
ent aggregation methods to the non-proximity opinion scoring on topics with
different length

post is relevant to the movie and is expressing an opinion about it, the proximity-
based models just take into account the opinion density at query term positions.
This could be improved by finding the co-refferential terms with the query using
query expansion. A similar problem was noticed for topics 1020 and 1038 where
terms other than query terms were used in the posts to refer to the query or
related concepts. Therefore, the proximity-based models that do not take those
terms into account underestimate the opinionatedness of such documents.

5.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, we proposed a novel probabilistic model for blog post opinion
retrieval. We focused on the problem of opinion topic relatedness and proposed
estimating the opinion density at query term positions by taking into account
both the weight and proximity of opinion terms. We discussed the possibility of
using different proximity kernels in the model. We also proposed the Laplace
kernel which has not been used in previous studies. We discussed and exper-
imentally showed that when kernels are compared using the best parameter,
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Lennart said...
You mention that you have dual citizenship, but the US does not recognize dual citizenship with very few exceptions,
Israel being the only one I know of, although all European Union countries do. So I do not think that the US would
necessarily recognize your Icelandic passport. Iceland would, however, recognize your US passport. Just curious.

Table 5.18. An excerpt from Blog post BLOG06-20051207-126-0009326437:
A non-relevant blog post to query topic 1013 which has been moved from po-
sition 11 in non-proximity ranking to position 7 in the MaxAve ranking. Here
terms in red are query terms while underlined terms are opinion terms accord-
ing to our opinion lexicon.

Walk the Line
With an incredible performance by Joaquin Phoenix Walk the Line tells the story of Johnny Cash. Phoenix doesn’t so
much become Cash as becomes a force of nature that must be paid attention to. Its as if Cash were a song that Phoenix
was singing and making his own. Its sure to be a front runner for the Oscar with Philip Seymour Hoffman’s Capote
(Hoffman will probably win but Phoenix with stay in the gut of movie goers when Capote is forgotten). While the film
is better than last years Ray, the film still suffers from the problem many recent bio-films have encountered and that
is a reason for watching. Certainly the performance is enough , but even after watching the movie I wasn’t sure why
I was being told Cash’s story. "I’m being told this because?" I wasn’t certain. I don’t know why this thought kept popping
in my head but it did. Mind you I’m nit picking because I do think its a good film, with several moments that are pure
electricity in a bottle (Cash singing Folsom Prison Blues for Sam Phillips for the first time is enough to make you fall
out of your seat). When you can see this movie. it may not change your life but it will make you sing for a couple of
hours.

Table 5.19. Blog post BLOG06-20051220-012-0010730076: A relevant blog
post to query 1032 which is hurt the most on average by the proximity-based
models compared to the non-proximity opinion retrieval. Here terms in red are
query terms while underlined terms are opinion terms according to our opinion
lexicon.

there is no statistically significant difference between them. However, we have
seen better and more stable behavior from the Laplace kernel on different pa-
rameter values than other kernels. We therefore used the Laplace kernel in our
model.

We proposed different models for aggregating the opinion score at differ-
ent query positions in a document to estimate the document’s opinion score.
The proposed aggregation models were: Maximum, Average, Relevance Weighted
Average, Ordered Weighted Average and Average of Maximums.We discussed the
advantages and disadvantages of using each model. Based on probabilistic rea-
sonings we showed that the proper way of combining relevance and opinion
scores of documents is multiplying them together.

We evaluated our models on the standard BLOG06 collection and compared
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the performance of our proposed proximity-based models to the best TREC runs
and state-of-the-art methods. We showed significant improvements across all
previously proposed methods across all TREC baselines. We showed that all our
proposed proximity-based models were able to improve the opinion retrieval
performance of the TREC relevance baselines. They were also able to improve
the non-proximity opinion retrieval system which used the same opinion lexicon
over the same initial relevance ranking. These results were very encouraging
showing that using simple proximity information in a proper way can be very
helpful.

We also analyzed the effect of normalizing the relevance score before apply-
ing it in the model. Our results show that normalization can be important, and
that the best normalization strategy is dependent on the underling relevance
retrieval baseline.

Analysis in this chapter and Chapters 4 revealed the importance of the com-
bination step in an opinion retrieval system. In the combination step the goal is
to rank documents based on their scores in the two criteria of topical relevance
and opinionatedness. In the next chapter we will look into the methods of com-
bining the scores of multiple criteria in IR in more details and propose methods
for better handling the score combination step.
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Chapter 6

Score Transformation for
Multi-Criteria Relevance Ranking

6.1 Introduction

Many IR tasks such as document retrieval and opinion retrieval require ranking
documents based on a combination of multiple criteria; for example, in doc-
ument retrieval, we may want to consider multiple relevance criteria such as
topicality relevance, popularity, credibility or trustworthiness. We can also con-
sider blog post opinion retrieval as a multi-criteria IR problem in which the goal
is to rank documents according to the degree that they express opinion about a
particular topic. Therefore, the two criteria involved in this ranking problem are
topical relevance and the amount of opinion that a document expresses about
the query. To produce such a multi-criteria ranking, we first need to score docu-
ments in each criterion and then combine these scores to generate a final ranking
score for each document.

In this chapter we consider opinion retrieval as a multi-criteria IR problem
and look into the linear combination which is the dominant approach for com-
bining the scores of multiple criteria in the literature. We discuss that the linear
combination of raw scores is not necessarily the optimum way of combining
them due to incompatibility of scores of different criteria. We then propose a
general approach to transforming scores before combining them such that the
transformed scores become more compatible and their linear combination be-
come more optimum. The proposed approach is not limited to opinion retrieval
and is applicable to different multi-criteria IR tasks. However, we evaluate it
for the task of opinion retrieval. In the previous chapter we followed a prob-
abilistic model and showed that the proper way of combining relevance and

85
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opinion scores is multiplying them together. Multiplication can be considered a
linear combination in the Log space. Therefore, Log seems to be the optimum
transformation for the specific task of opinion retrieval. We treat Log as an ap-
proximation of upper bound and compare it with the transformation produced
by our approach thoroughly.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.2 explaines
the problem of incompatibility between scores of different criteria. In Section
6.3, we analyze a linear combination function and derive a general desirable
constraint on the transformation functions. Based on the constraint, we propose
a two stage approach to score transformation, in Section 6.4. We explain our
experimental design in Section 6.5. We then present our experimental results in
Section 6.6. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 6.7.

6.2 Score Incompatibility in Linear Combination Model

Linear combination of different criteria scores has so far been the dominant ap-
proach due to its simplicity and effectiveness [80, 5]. However, when the num-
ber of criterion aspects and consequently the number of criteria aspects scores
increases, estimating the parameters of the linear combination is difficult. There-
fore, recently, many Learning to Rank systems have been proposed to generate
the final score of documents based on multiple features and aid us in estimating
parameters properly. Most of the proposed and widely used Learning to Rank
systems are still based on the linear combination of features [109, 113]. Linear
combination model requires that the scores to be combined are “comparable”
to each other, an assumption that generally does not hold due to the different
ways of scoring each relevance criterion. Although it has been suggested to carry
out query-based feature normalization before combination [54], it was mostly
to make features comparable with respect to the range of values across different
queries and features and no previous work has inspected the compatibility of
scores carefully. To illustrate the complexity of the issue of score compatibility,
we plot two conditional probability curves in Figure 6.1, each representing the
probability of relevance given the value of a score in a different dimension of
relevance criteria. Suppose Si and S j are two criterion scores. Comparing the
influence of individual criterion score on the probability of relevance reveals that
the two scores are not comparable in terms of the rate of change in the probabil-
ity of relevance. It is obvious from Figure 6.1 that in low-score region, S j should
have higher coefficient since for the same score, S j has a higher probability of
relevance than Si, whereas in the high score region, it should be the opposite for
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Figure 6.1. Comparison of the rate of probability of relevance change for two
criteria scores.

the same reason (i.e., Si should have a higher coefficient). This indicates that
with fixed coefficients we will never be able to find the optimal combination of
these scores. Intuitively, the problem is caused by the uneven growth rate of the
probability of relevance with respect to different dimensions of relevance. The
only way to get out of this non-optimality is to transform scores before combin-
ing them linearly.

6.3 Problem Formulation

In multi-criteria IR, the general form of scoring documents based on a linear
combination model is given by S(d) = f (α0+

∑K
k=1αkSk(d)), where S1, S2, ..., Sk

are the scoring functions related to K criteria, α0, ...,αk ∈ ℜ are the coefficients
and f is a monotonically increasing function which can be linear or any non-
linear function such as Logistic function. This form of combination, assumes
that the scores to be combined (i.e. Si) are compatible. However as discussed
in Section 6.2, if such assumption does not hold, the combination would not be
optimal and inevitably leads to non-optimal results.

The main question we study in this chapter is how to find a transformation
function gi for each score Si such that any pair of transformed scores, would
be more compatible and their linear combination be more likely optimal. For-
mally, let S′i(d) = gi(Si(d)) be the transformed score for document d. The linear
combination of transformed scores would have the following form:

S(d) = f (
k
∑

i=1

α′S′i(d)) (6.1)
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We suppose S′i(d)’s would be more comparable than the original Si(d)’s.
Thus, our problem is to find the proper function gi for every criterion score Si.
Clearly, a main challenge is how to quantify the notion of “comparability”. More
specifically, the question is how can we formally capture the problem of non-
comparability illustrated in Figure 6.1. To answer this question, we look into
desirable properties that should be satisfied by score transformations to achieve
the optimal score through linear combination. One of these properties can be
explained by examining the rate of change in the optimum score (i. e. proba-
bility of multi-criteria relevance) with respect to each score criterion. Thus, we
look into the partial derivative of the multi-criteria probability of relevance with
respect to each score criterion. Let S be the optimum multi-criteria score, if the
optimum score is indeed satisfied by the linear combination of criteria scores,
we should have the following partial derivative of S with respect to S′i :

∂ S

∂ S′i
=

∂ f

∂
∑K

k=1α
′
kS′k(d)

∂
∑K

k=1α
′
kS′k(d)

∂ S′i
=

∂ f

∂
∑K

k=1α
′
kS′k(d)

α′i (6.2)

Although the obtained partial derivative does not show any desirable prop-
erty by itself, looking into the ratio of the partial derivatives with respect to two
different criteria functions leads to an interesting constraint which we call the
Compatibility Constraint.

Compatibility Constraint:

If the optimum score can be modeled by the linear combination of criteria scores,
using Equation (6.1), the ratio of derivatives of the optimum score with respect
to any two score criteria functions, should be constant:

∂ S
∂ S′i
∂ S
∂ S′j

=
α′i
α′j
= ci, j, ci, j is constant (6.3)

Intuitively, this constraint requires that the growth of the optimum scoring
function due to the growth of a score in each dimension to be “synchronized"
through a constant ratio. One way to satisfy the above constraint is to find
function gi that maximizes the correlation between the transformation of Si(d)
and the optimal score of d.

g∗i = arg max
g
ρ(g j(S j(d)), S(d)) (6.4)
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where ρ is the pearson correlation coefficient. Clearly, if ∀i ρ(gi(Si(d)), S(d)) =
1, then the compatibility constraint holds.

Notice that maximizing the correlation coefficient, is a stronger requirement
than the compatibility. In this sense, solving this optimization problem to find
a transformation is a conservative strategy for satisfying the constraint. In this
conservative approach, the partial derivative of the scoring function w.r.t. each
criterion score would be a constant, whereas in general, this does not have to
be a constant (even though their ratios are). Equation (6.4) can only be solved
if we have available a sample of both the scores in all the aspects of relevance
and the “ideal" score S(d) which can be defined as the probability of relevance
of document d. Such a (training) sample can be constructed based on a set of
past queries and their relevance judgments. In the next section, we present a
two-stage approach to learning optimal transformation functions from such a
training data.

6.4 A Two-Stage Approach to Score Transformation

In this section we present a general two-stage approach to solving the optimiza-
tion problem defined in the previous section. In the first stage, we would use
the ACE algorithm, to learn a non-parametric optimal transformation of S j(d)
based on the training data; in the second, we would apply BoxCox to obtain
a parametric power transformation that can approximate the non-parametric
transformation learned using ACE. Below we first give a general introduction to
ACE and then discuss each stage in detail.

6.4.1 Obtaining non-parametric optimal transformation using
ACE

Alternating Conditional Expectation

Alternating Conditional Expectation (ACE) [8], is a nonparametric model for
finding the optimal transformations of the response and predictor variables such
that the transformed variables have linear relationship. One important advan-
tage of ACE is that it does not make any parametric assumption about the trans-
formations, thus it can potentially work for any data to uncover the desired
transformations.

Assume we have the response variable Y and the set of predictor variables
X1, ..., X p. ACE finds the optimal transformation of the response variable as θ(Y )
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and the set of predictor variables as φ1(X1), ...,φp(X p) such that:

θ(Y ) = α+
p
∑

i=1

φi(X i) + ε (6.5)

ACE starts with arbitrary transformation functions θ(Y ), φ1(X1), ...,φp(X p)
which have zero mean and iterates through Equations (6.6) and (6.7) until ε2 no
further decreases. ε2 is the error variance that is not explained by a regression
of the θ(Y ) on

∑p
i=1φi(X i) and is estimated by : ε2 = E[θ(Y )−

∑p
i=1φi(X i)]).

φ(X i) = E[θ(Y )−
p
∑

j 6=i

φi(X j)|X i]) (6.6)

θ(Y ) =
E[
∑p

i=1φi(X i)|Y ]


E[
∑p

i=1φi(X i)|Y ]




(6.7)

While it is possible to apply ACE to obtain a nonlinear transformation simul-
taneously for multiple variables, as a preliminary exploration, in this chapter,
we apply ACE to each predictor variable separately. Thus in our problem setting,
the number of predictor variables is one (i. e. p = 1) and for each criterion Sk,
we have Y = p(R|Sk) and X1 = Sk, where p(R|Sk) indicates the probability of
multi-criteria relevance in score criterion Sk. We use ACE to find the optimum
transformations θ(p(R|Sk)) and φ1(Sk) such that equation (6.5) holds. For more
details about ACE refer to [8, 105].

Training Set Construction

To apply ACE in the context of score transformation, we need to construct a
training set with the probability of relevance given the scores in each criterion
dimension. To calculate this probability, theoretically we should calculate the
proportion of relevant documents in the set of documents with a specific score.
However, as the number of documents with exactly the same score is very small
in practice, we use a bin strategy as follows: First, we use MinMax method to
normalize the scores to the same range across queries. Then, we sort documents
based on their criterion score increasingly and consider every n consequent doc-
uments to belong to the same bin. We use the median of scores in each bin as
its “identifier score” Si, and estimate the conditional probability of multi-criteria
relevance, P(R|Si), by dividing the number of relevant documents by the total
number of documents in bini.

In Figures 6.2 and 6.3 , we show some sample results of applying ACE on
transforming the topical relevance and opinion scores. Comparison between
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Figures 6.2(a) and 6.2(c) for topical relevance score shows that after ACE trans-
formation, we can indeed obtain high linear correlations between the probability
of relevance and score. The same happens in case of transforming the opinion
scores.

6.4.2 Obtaining Power Transformation functions using BoxCox

Unfortunately, the output from ACE doesn’t give us the functional form of the
transformation. This does not prevent us from applying the learned transforma-
tion to new test instances, though, as we can compute the transformation of a
new instance using that of its neighboring scores in the training set (we use ACE
to refer to this single-stage method). However, it may be desirable to have a
parametric transformation function to reduce the chance of overfitting. Indeed,
if the training data is sparse, the transformation obtained from ACE may over-
fit the training data, especially when the probability distribution of relevance
of training queries is different from that of a test query. By further obtaining a
simpler monotonic parametric transformation function, we can control the com-
plexity of the transformation and thus reduce the chance of overfitting. Thus,
we follow the suggestions reported in [105] and propose to further estimate
the parametric form of ACE transformation using the BoxCox method [7]. We
use ACE-BC to refer to this two-stage model. We will show later, with experi-
ments, that ACE-BC indeed performs better than ACE, though the difference is
not statistically significant.

BoxCox method

BoxCox [7] is a parametric technique that can be used to estimate continu-
ous and monotonic transformations through a family of power transformation.
Power transformation can be defined as follows:

tλ(y) =

(

yλ, if λ 6= 0

log(y), if λ= 0
(6.8)

BoxCox method finds the best power transformation of the response variable Y
as tλ(Y ) in a linear regression. Box and Cox proposed maximum likelihood and
Bayesian analysis for the estimation of λ parameter.

Estimating Functional Form of ACE transformations

In order to find an approximation to the ACE outputs, we consider the original
data Y or X as the response and ACE output θ(Y ) or φ(X i) as the predictor. We
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(b) Transformation in ACE
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(c) After ACE Transformation
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(d) After BoxCox Transformation

Figure 6.2. The effect of topical relevance score transformations by ACE and
BoxCox methods on linearizing the relationship between probability of rele-
vance and score criteria.
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(a) Before ACE Transformation
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(b) Transformation in ACE
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(c) After ACE Transformation
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Figure 6.3. The effect of opinion score transformations by ACE and BoxCox
methods on linearizing the relationship between probability of relevance and
score criteria.
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then use BoxCox method to find the maximum likelihood parameter λy and λx

such that:

tλy
(p(R|Si)) = α0+α1θ(p(R|Si)) + ε

tλx
(Si) = α0+α1φ(Si) + ε

Since we are interested to find transformation for Si, not for p(R|Si), we
can force ACE in the previous step, to transform the response variable linearly.
Therefore λy would be equal to 1. Note that, in case of a single-stage model
ACE, we should put a constraint on ACE enforcing the monotonic transforma-
tion of scores. But in case of using the full ACE-BC model, the non-monotonicity
of the ACE transformation can be fixed by the BoxCox approximations which
are always monotonic. Figures 6.2(d) and 6.3(d) show the plot of probability
of relevance versus BoxCox transformed relevance and opinion scores respec-
tively. Comparison between Figures 6.2(c) and 6.2(d) and also Figures 6.3(c)
and 6.3(d) show that BoxCox transformations are indeed good estimates for
ACE transformations.

Finally, the parametric function gi(Si(d)) is approximated as follows: gi(Si(d)) =
b0 + b1 × tλx

(Si), where b0 and b1 can be estimated through linear regression
over tλx

(S1) and p(R|Si).

6.4.3 Summary

We can summarize the ACE-BC procedure of score transformation for every score
criterion Si in the following 6 steps:

1. Create bins for the score criterion based on training data and assign the
median score in each bin as its identifier, Sb.

2. Estimate P(R|Sb) based on the proportion of relevant documents in bin Sb.

3. Apply ACE to learn non-parametric transformations of scores.

4. Apply BoxCox to estimate an approximate parametric function gi(Si(d))
to the ACE transformation.

5. Use gi(Si(d)) to transform every document score for criterion score Si.

6. Finally, plug in the transformation functions gi to any existing linear com-
bination method.
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Note that the single-stage ACE model stops at step 3 and uses the learnt non-
parametric model to estimate the transformed value of a new score before linear
combination.

6.5 Experimental Design

Opinion Retrieval Task: For topicality relevance, we use the Language Mod-
eling approach with Dirichlet prior [115]. For the opinion aspect, we use
the proximity-based opinion scoring method. We consider the topicality
relevance score and opinionatedness score as the two criteria scores and
compare different models of transformation before linear combination of
them to produce final ranking.

Measures: We report the MAP as well as P@10, P@30 and P@100 in terms
of opinion finding. We report the statistical test result of non-directional
paired t-test at significance level 0.01.

Final ranking function and parameter tuning: The focus of our work is on
learning score transformation functions in multi-criteria relevance rank-
ing. The learned transformations are meant to be applicable to any linear
combination-based final ranking function. Here, since we have only two
dimensions and thus essentially only one parameter to tune, we manually
searched for the optimal value of the interpolation coefficient. In case of
having more criteria, any linear learning to rank method can be used for
the combination of criteria’s scores.

Formally, let gt and go be the two transformation functions learned using
our method for topical relevance and opinion scoring, respectively. Our
final scoring function is:

Score(Q, D) = α× gt(p(Q|D)) + (1−α)× go(p(O|Q, D)). (6.9)

We tried different values of α ∈ (0,1) with step 0.01 and chose the best
value based on the performance on the training set of queries. This pa-
rameter tuning was done for all results reported in this chapter.
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6.6 Experimental Results

In this section we explain the experiments we conducted in order to evaluate our
proposed method. We first check if the necessity of compatibility between differ-
ent aspect scores in linear combination is supported by the experimental results
in real application. Therefore, we check the combination coefficient, α, learnt
on the training set of queries, in case of using MinMax normalization. Results
showed that the final combination relies just on relevance score to produce the
final ranking (i.e. α= 1). This result may lead to the conclusion that the applied
opinion scoring method is not effective. However, we will show later that if we
use an appropriate transformation before the linear combination we are able to
gain statistical significant improvements over topical relevance baseline.

Table 6.1 reports the results of our proposed methods ACE and ACE-BC along
with some of the normalization methods, discussed in Section 3.3, on opinion
retrieval problem.

Method MAP P@10 P@30 P@100
MinMax 0.2929 0.4800 0.4207 0.3448
Z-score 0.2913 0.4840 0.4373†• 0.3604†
Sum 0.3090†‡ 0.5560† ‡ • 0.4927† ‡ • 0.3844† ‡ •
LogReg 0.2956 0.4820 0.4200 0.3522
SHIS 0.2996 0.5420 0.4660 0.3714
ACE 0.3307† ‡ ∗• 0.5660† ‡ • 0.5127† ‡ • 0.4054† ‡ ∗ • �
ACE-BC 0.3332† ‡ ∗ • � 0.5820† ‡ • 0.5107† ‡ • 0.4064† ‡ ∗ • �

Table 6.1. Comparison of different score normalization for opinion retrieval.
Symbols †, ‡, ∗, • and � indicate statistically significant improvements over
MinMax, Z-score, Sum, Logistic Regression and SHIS method respectively.

Table 6.1 shows that our proposed ACE-based methods help us in exploiting
the opinion scores of documents and improving the retrieval performance. The
performance of the ACE-based methods is statistically significant higher than all
normalization methods in almost all measures. The most effective normaliza-
tion baseline appears to be Sum, however the ACE-based methods are still more
effective. LogReg in Table 6.1 indicates using Logistic Regression1 to transform
every criterion score to the probability of relevance. It is similar to our pro-
posed methods in the sense that it also refers to the probability of relevance.
However, the parametric function of logistic regression may be too restrictive.

1using LingPipe: http://alias-i.com/lingpipe/
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This, coupled with the sparseness of training data, may explain the poor per-
formance of LogReg. This also indicates the importance of not overfitting the
training data to optimize probability of relevance; instead, the goal should be
to learn a relatively generalizable non-linear transformation function with good
linear correlation with probability of relevance.
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Figure 6.4. Comparing the performance of ACE and ACE-BC over different
number of training queries

Comparing the performance of the two ACE-based models shows that ACE-
BC is slightly more effective than ACE, but the difference is not statistically sig-
nificant. To further investigate the effect of having BoxCox stage on the model,
we tried different number of queries in the training stage of the ACE. Figure
6.4 shows the performance of ACE and ACE-BC in terms of MAP. Results show
that, on average, estimating the parametric form of transformation using Box-
Cox is beneficial, suggesting that the parametric model may be less sensitive to
the training size, thus helping to avoid overfitting.

Table 6.2 shows the transformation functions learned thorough ACE-BC for
raw scores as well as different perturbations.

We also check the sensitivity of the method on the bin size which is used to
estimate probability of relevance. We tried different bin size values of 100, 300,
500, 1000 and 1500. Figure 6.5 shows the plot of MAP versus different values
of bin size. As we can see from the Figure, the method is not so sensitive w.r.t.
the bin size and in all cases, we can outperform the baselines.
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Input Score Si Transformation Function g(Si)
Sr 0.0002+ 0.006S0.3

i

So −0.0003+ 0.006Si

S5
r 0.003+ 0.00005log(Si)

S5
o −0.0004+ 0.006S0.2

i

eSr 0.004− 0.003S−21.5
i

eSo 0.02− 0.024S−0.3
i

eSr S5
r 0.004− 4 · 1011S−24.8

i

eSoS5
o 0.005− 0.006S−2.3

i

Table 6.2. Transformation functions learned through the ACE-BoxCox model.
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Figure 6.5. Sensitivity to the bin size.

6.6.1 Log as an Approximation to Upper Bound:

Although we are evaluating the proposed method in the context of opinion re-
trieval, we are not using any property of the task or scoring functions. This
indicates the generality of the model. However, it is still interesting to see how
close are our learnt transformations to the upper bound of the optimal trans-
formations for the specific task of opinion retrieval. In previous chapter we
proposed a probabilistic model which considers the multiplication of relevance
and opinion scores as the proper way of combining them. Multiplication can be
considered a linear combination in the Log space. Therefore, Log seems to be the
optimum transformation for this specific task. We treat Log as an approximation
of upper bound and compare ACE-BC with log thoroughly. Table 6.3 presents
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the result of using Log or ACE-BC transformations on original scores and their
different perturbations. Results show that ACE-BC is fairly close to this carefully
crafted pseudo upper bound, and ACE-BC is much more robust as we perturb the
scores. Perturbation is common in retrieval systems. For example, when deriv-
ing a retrieval function, we often take a log transformation to preserve precision.
We also often ignore any irrelevant constant that doesn’t affect document rank-
ing, etc. Thus in real applications, we often cannot assume a particular fixed
distribution of scores in any dimension.

score perturbation Metric Log ACE-BC

original score

MAP 0.3384 0.3332
P@10 0.5840 0.5820
P@30 0.5200 0.5107
P@100 0.4054 0.4064

αS5
r + βS5

o

MAP 0.3384 0.3368
P@10 0.5840 0.5880
P@30 0.5200 0.5227
P@100 0.4054 0.4078

αeSr + βeSo

MAP 0.2929 0.3176 ∗
P@10 0.4800 0.5860 ∗
P@30 0.4207 0.5027 ∗
P@100 0.3448 0.3884 ∗

αeSr S5
r + βeSoS5

o

MAP 0.2946 0.3171 ∗
P@10 0.4760 0.5840 ∗
P@30 0.4167 0.5013 ∗
P@100 0.3490 0.3886 ∗

αeSr + βSo

MAP 0.2771 0.3166 ∗
P@10 0.4820 0.5820 ∗
P@30 0.4300 0.5007 ∗
P@100 0.3362 0.3892 ∗

αSr + βeSo

MAP 0.3314 0.3343
P@10 0.5820 0.5860
P@30 0.5093 0.5133
P@100 0.4052 0.4024

Table 6.3. Comparison of the robustness of ACE and Log w.r.t different score
perturbations. The symbol ∗ indicates that improvement is statistically signifi-
cant compare to the alternative transformation.
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We also plot the precision-recall curve of ACE-BC and Log transformations in
Figure 6.6. As we can see from the plot, ACE-BC is indeed a good approximation.
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Figure 6.6. Precision-Recall curve of ACE-BC and Log transformation over orig-
inal scores.

We interpret these results as very promising because our method does not use
any specific knowledge about this task. This gives us confidence in generalizing
the positive results of the proposed method to other domains and applications.

6.7 Conclusions

In this chapter we analyzed the incompatibility problem of scores in multi-
criteria IR and proposed the necessity of scores transformation before applying
the linear combination. We proposed a general and principled approach to score
transformation based on the Alternating Conditional Expectation and BoxCox
model. The proposed approach is general and can be used for score transfor-
mation of different criteria for all Multi-criteria IR problems. In this chapter, we
evaluated the proposed method in the context of opinion retrieval and showed
its effectiveness. We compared the proposed approach with the state of the art
score normalization techniques and showed the superiority of our method. Al-
though the proposed method is general, in this chapter, we used opinion retrieval
task to evaluate the method.

From the previous chapter we learnt that the multiplication of relevance
and opinion score, which is linear combination in the log space, is the proper
way of combining the two scores. Therefore, we compared the transformation
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learnt using our general approach with Log transformation as an upper bound.
We showed that the performance of the ranking produced using the ACE-based
transformed scores is very close to the one produced using Log. We also showed
that the proposed approach can still find the proper transformation after per-
turbing the original scores, where Log is not necessarily the best transformation.

Although the score incompatibility problem exists for linear combination in
all multi-criteria IR problems and the proposed score transformation is a promis-
ing solution, in this chapter we only used the opinion retrieval problem to show
the validity of the proposed methods. In future, we plan to apply the proposed
method on other multi-criteria IR tasks and experimentally evaluate the gen-
erality of the proposed method. We would also like to use the proposed score
transformation model to normalize feature values before applying Learning to
Rank methods. We believe the transformation learnt through this method can
help exploiting features and learn better ranking models.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

The main motivation for this thesis was to propose retrieval models that fa-
cilitate access to the highly opinionated contents of blogs. We focused on the
specific task of blog post opinion retrieval which aims at finding blog posts that
express an opinion about a topic. We considered blog post opinion retrieval task
as a multi-criteria IR problem where the two criteria involved are topical rele-
vance and opinionatedness toward the query topic. We used standard methods
for relevance and proposed different methods for scoring blog posts based on
their opinionatedness toward a query. We also investigated different ways of
combining topical relevance and opinion scores to produce a final ranking. We
showed that our proposed methods improve opinion retrieval performance over
state-of-the-art methods.

In Section 7.1 we revisit our research questions and provide answers to each
of them. In Section 7.2 we list the future research directions following from this
thesis.

7.1 Answers to Research Questions

At the time we started our research a lot of different opinion retrieval approaches
were proposed that make use of the internal (inside collection) or external infor-
mation in different ways for different components of an opinion retrieval system.
However, it was not clear from those studies which method in which component
of the system was responsible for the performance gain demonstrated. There-
fore, we started our research by limiting ourselves to use only data available in
the TREC blog collection and asked:

103
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RQ1 How can we make use of the information available in the collection to
improve the opinion retrieval performance? In such settings, are learning meth-
ods more effective than non-learning methods in handling the different steps of
an opinion retrieval system?

In Chapter 4 we used the relevance judgments of the documents in the
Blog06 collection and investigated different models of weighting terms based on
the statistics of their occurrence in relevant and opinionated versus non-relevant
documents. Based on terms’ weights, we selected terms as features for learning
an opinion classifier. We also used weighted terms to create an opinion lexicon.
We then tried simple learning and lexicon-based methods for assigning opinion
scores to documents. Finally we tried different methods for combining relevance
and opinion scores to produce a final ranking. We evaluated different models ex-
perimentally and compared the performance with the topical relevance retrieval
baseline.

Results showed that the best term weighting methods are mutual informa-
tion and weighted log likelihood ratio. We did not notice any statistical signif-
icant difference between the two methods. We also did not notice a statistical
significantly difference between the learning-based and lexicon-based methods
of opinion scoring. However, unlike the lexicon-based approach, the learning-
based methods showed statistical significantly improvement over the topical
relevance retrieval baseline. Finally, comparison between different methods of
combining the relevance and opinion scores showed that SVMmap, as a learning
to rank method is the only combination method that leads to improvement over
the topical relevance baseline [27].

Based on the results of Chapter 4 we learnt that the combination step is very
important such that, even with a good opinion scoring method, no improvement
could be gained over topical relevance retrieval system without a proper combi-
nation method. We also realized the necessity of using a more precise opinion
scoring method to improve the opinion retrieval performance. The opinion scor-
ing methods in Chapter 4 were all based on the assumption that every opinion
expressed in a relevant document to a topic is referring to the topic. Therefore,
the opinion scoring component was only responsible for finding opinion terms in
a document and scoring the document based on the frequency of opinion terms
in it. In Chapter 5, we explored the validity of this assumption and asked:

RQ2 Assuming a document to be relevant to the user’s information need, can
we consider all opinion expressions occurring in the document as targeted to the
topic of the query? If no, how can we identify the relevant opinion expressions
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to the topic of the query?
In chapter 5, we considered the proximity of opinion terms to the query terms

as an indicator that the opinion term is referring to the query. We proposed using
kernel functions to model the proximity of opinion terms to the query terms. We
considered some previously proposed kernel functions and also proposed a new
kernel function named Laplace kernel. We proposed a method for estimating the
opinion density at query term positions. We then proposed different methods for
aggregating the opinion density at different query terms positions in a document
to estimate an overall opinion score for the document. The proposed aggregation
models were: Maximum, Average, Relevance Weighted Average, Ordered Weighted
Average and Average of Maximums.

Based on probabilistic reasonings we showed that the proper way of combin-
ing relevance and opinion scores is multiplying them together.

To evaluate the effect of using proximity information, we considered a sim-
pler model, called the non-proximity opinion retrieval model, where the opinion
score of a document is calculated without taking into account the proximity of
opinion terms to the query terms. In the non-proximity opinion retrieval model,
we used the same opinion lexicon, same topical relevance retrieval model and
the same combination method as the proximity-based model for producing the
final ranking. Note that the non-proximity based model has the same assump-
tion as the opinion scoring methods of Chapter 4, that is all opinion terms in
a relevant document to a query are about the query. The comparison between
the proximity-based and non-proximity opinion retrieval models showed that
the proximity information helps in improving the performance of an opinion re-
trieval system. The comparison between different kernel functions for modeling
the proximity showed that there is no statistically significant difference between
the kernels when the best bandwidth parameter is used for each. However, the
Laplace kernel was the most robust kernel across all range of the bandwidth
parameter.

We discussed the advantages and disadvantages and assessed the impact of
each aggregation method on the performance of the proximity-based model.
We found that all resulted proximity-based models were able to improve the
opinion retrieval performance of the TREC topical relevance baselines and the
non-proximity based opinion retrieval model.

We also argued that normalizing the relevance scores before combining with
opinion scores is very important. We showed that the final performance is in-
fluenced by the normalization method and the best normalization strategy is
dependent on the underling relevance retrieval baseline.

Comparison with the best TREC runs and state-of-the-art methods showed
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that the proximity-based model leads to significant improvements across state-
of-the-art score normalization methods across all TREC baselines. These results
were very encouraging showing that using simple proximity information in a
proper way can be very helpful [28, 29].

Analysis in Chapters 4 and 5 revealed the importance of the combination
step in an opinion retrieval system. In the combination step the goal is to rank
documents based on their scores in the two criteria of topical relevance and
opinionatedness. In Chapter 6 we looked into the methods of combining the
scores of multiple criteria in IR and found that the linear combination is the
common approach. We investigated the necessity of score transformation before
linear combination and asked:

RQ3 What is an optimal way of transforming scores of different criteria before
linear combination to increase their compatibility?

We analyzed the linear combination model and found that such a strategy of
combination requires that the scores to be combined are “comparable” to each
other, an assumption that generally does not hold due to the different ways of
scoring each relevance criterion. We argued that it is necessary to transform the
raw scores for different criteria appropriately to make them more comparable
before combining them linearly. To this end, we proposed a new principled ap-
proach to score transformation in linear combination, called ACE-BC, in which
we learn a separate non-linear transformation function for each relevance crite-
rion based on the ACE algorithm and Box-Cox transformation.

We looked at the opinion retrieval problem as a multi-criteria IR problem
with two criteria of topical relevance and opinion scores. We showed that by
transforming the scores using the ACE-BC transformation, we can obtain much
better results in linear combination compared to using the raw scores. We also
compared the effect of ACE-BC transformation with the state-of-the-art score
normalization techniques that are used to make the scores comparable in terms
of range or distributions. We showed that the ACE-BC transformation is more
effective and leads to statistically significant higher performance than all previ-
ously proposed normalization techniques.

We also noticed that multiplying the topical relevance and opinion scores, as
suggested in Chapter 5, can be considered as a linear combination in Log space.
Therefore, we compared the effect of ACE-BC transformation with the effect
of Log transformation. We showed that the ACE-BC transformations leads to a
ranking which is very close in terms of effectiveness to the one produced by the
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Log transformation. We also showed that the ACE-BC transformation method is
more robust than the Log transformation when using the perturbed scores rather
than using the original raw scores [30].

7.2 Future Research Directions

In Chapter 5 of this thesis we proposed a proximity-based method for estimating
the opinionatedness of a document about a query. We used a general opinion
lexicon for finding opinion terms and relied on the proximity of an opinion term
to a query term to estimate the probability that the opinion term is targeted
at the topic of the query. We can now think of the following two directions to
improve this method:

Topic-specific Opinion Lexicon: The set of terms that are usually used to ex-
press opinion about different topics are different. For example, we do not usu-
ally use the term “delicious” to express our opinion about an entity of electronic
type or a device while we definitely use if to express opinion about an entity
of food type. Having access to such topic-specific opinion lexicon enables the
proximity-based model to ignore unrelated opinion terms even if they occur in
close proximity to the query terms. The other advantage of such model is when
an opinion term is used with objective sense (i.e. non-opinionated meaning) in a
context. For example the term “delicious” can be used as a reference to the social
bookmarking web service, delicous.com, rather than an opinionated term. If the
opinion term is used in an objective sense in a context, it is usually not present
in the opinion lexicon of the query. Therefore, the opinion retrieval model will
ignore such an objective usage of the opinion term. To create a topic-specific
opinion lexicon we should weight terms based on the probability that a term is
expressing an opinion about the topic. We can then use topic-specific opinion
lexicons in the proximity-based opinion retrieval model to further improve its
performance.

Coreference Resolution: The proximity-based model scores documents based
on the amount of opinion expressed around the exact query terms. However,
writers sometimes use anaphoric expressions to refer to a query. For example,
pronouns are usually used to refer to a query of type person. Also, terms such
as documentary, film or movie are usually used to refer to a query of type movie.
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More research is necessary to find such references to a query and extend the
proximity-based model to consider such references in estimating the opinionat-
edness of a document toward the query.

In this thesis we focused on the opinion retrieval task. Although opinion
retrieval is a useful task by itself, it can serve as a basic step for more complex
tasks. Below, we briefly explain three examples of such tasks:

Polarity Detection: Finding opinionated content about a topic is useful, how-
ever knowing the polarity of the opinion, that is whether the opinion is positive
or negative, is more interesting. A large body of research has been devoted
to polarity detection in different domains such as movies or products reviews.
However finding if a document’s opinion is positive or negative about a topic,
in blogs, is more challenging. The reason is that blogs are not usually specific
to a domain or a topic. Therefore, it is necessary to first locate relevant opin-
ions about a topic and then perform polarity detection over that. Also, using
a topic-specific polarity lexicon plays a very important role here. The reason
is that some terms can be used to express positive opinion about a topic while
expressing negative opinion about another one. For example, the opinion term
“long” is usually used as a positive term when referring to a battery life while it
may reflect a negative meaning if it is referring to the distance between office
and home. Ranking blog posts based on their positive or negative opinionated-
ness about a topic was a subtask of the opinion retrieval task in TREC 2007 to
TREC 2008. The results of running this task in two years showed that polarity
detection in blogs is difficult and more research is needed in this area.

Analysis of Opinion over Time: Looking at the changes in the amount and
polarity of opinionated blog posts toward a topic over time is interesting for a
wide variety of applications. For example, companies can monitor the public
opinion about a product and analyze the reasons behind a shift in the polarity of
opinion from positive to negative, if any, toward the product. Another possible
application is predicting public’s future opinion about a topic based on the past
opinions about it.

Summarizing Opinion about a Topic: Presenting the list of all relevant and
opinionated documents about a topic to a user is not very useful. The reason is
that the user has to go through all documents to find the opinionated parts of
document about the topic. In fact, a user for an opinion retrieval system is not
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looking for a single relevant document to its query but trying to find out different
opinions by different people about different aspects of the topic. Therefore, it is
more useful to gather all opinions about the topic of the query and present the
user a summary of all the positive and negative opinions about different aspects
of the topic of the query.

The above mentioned research directions are all related to the opinion re-
trieval. Another line of research which is motivated by Chapter 6 of this thesis
is related to the score transformation before combining scores in multi-criteria
IR. In Chapter 6 we proposed a general method for score transformation but we
only used the opinion retrieval task to evaluate the method. One future research
direction would be to apply the proposed method on other multi-criteria IR tasks
and experimentally evaluate the generality of the proposed method. It is also in-
teresting to use the proposed score transformation model to normalize feature
values before applying Learning to Rank methods. We believe the transforma-
tion learnt through this method can help exploiting features and learn better
ranking models.
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